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Cover:
Embraer roped in Hong Kong-born 

Hollywood star Jackie Chan as its brand 
ambassador in 2011 and the acrobatic 

actor has been at several air shows 
endorsing for Embraer’s Legacy 650 jet, 

besides others. 

Photograph: Embraer
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non-stop from Beijing to Dubai or Hong Kong to Adelaide, 
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as 14 passengers in its three-zone cabin on shorter trips. 
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A word from editor

T
he airline indusTry in India has been much in the news in the 
recent past for all the wrong reasons. Air India is in the throes of a crisis 
that is threatening its very survival. Its pilots operating international flights 
have been on strike since the first week of May this year with no end to 
the impasse in sight. The much touted restructuring programme continues 
to remain a distant dream. The most glamorous of all the private carriers, 
Kingfisher Airlines, a brand of world renown, is teetering on the verge of 

collapse desperately hoping for a lifeline by way of foreign direct investment (FDI). This 
proposal for FDI has proved elusive so far not only on account of dithering on the part 
of the government but also due to lack of consensus amongst the private carriers on the 
need of funding by foreign airlines as also to the somewhat indifferent response by foreign 
carriers. With the exception of IndiGo, all other carriers appear to be in financial difficulty 
despite healthy growth in passenger traffic. As per Naresh Goyal, Chairman of Jet Airways, 
the government’s taxation policies in the aviation sector are killing the industry. Accord-
ing to him, no country in the world except India imposes service tax on airlines and that 
domestic air fares in India are 300 per cent higher than in China and 200 per cent higher 
than in other countries. 

This issue delves into other segments of the civil aviation industry that are also 
plagued with problems that impinge on their growth prospects. T.P. Srivastava, who has 
established from scratch a Flying Training School in Maharashtra, provides an insider’s 
view of the state of basic flying training in India that is afflicted by a variety of ills includ-
ing flawed policy framework as also the inadequacies of the regulatory regimes.

On account of lack of dedicated infrastructure, business and general aviation in 
India are usually relegated to lower priority vis-à-vis the airline industry especially at the 
metro airports. Growth in these segments of the industry are consequently inclined to be 
stunted. Somewhat similar is the plight of regional aviation in the country. The larger air-
ports being saturated, there is a crying need to enhance connectivity to Tier-I and Tier-II 
cities that hold considerable potential for the growth of regional aviation. Unfortunately, 
despite the enormous potential, the pace of growth of regional aviation is impeded by the 
tardy pace at which airport infrastructure is being expanded to cover the large number of 
smaller cities where demand for air travel is expected to be substantial. 

In an interview with SP’s AirBuz, V.P. Agrawal, Chairman, Airport Authority of India 
(AAI) lays out the plans and progress of various infrastructure projects undertaken by 
AAI. But there are no separate infrastructure development plans for business or general 
aviation, as they operate out of the same airports. However, he says, AAI is always there 
to provide the services required. Writing from Goa, Joseph Noronha evaluates the chal-
lenges before manufacturers of aero engines to develop technologies to produce pro-
pulsion systems that have lower levels of emission and are quieter. 

All these apart from the regular features in this issue. Welcome aboard and 
happy reading!
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The Seneca V is the ultimate six-place piston twin-engine aircraft. Averaging 
a cost per nautical mile of nearly 10% less than its closest competitor, 
the Seneca V flies with a go anywhere-anytime attitude. Its turbocharged 
engines give the Seneca its incomparable single-engine service ceiling of 
16,500 ft – nearly double the single-engine ceiling of its competitor. Outfitted 
with an intuitive glass cockpit and primed for all-weather situations, the 
Seneca V is the perfect combination of performance, value and safety.  
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Earlier, Buffet had admitted it was 
one of his few indulgences. Subse-
quently, what elevated the business jet 
from a luxury toy to what is increas-
ingly seen as a vital corporate tool? In 
the US, hundreds of Fortune 500 com-
panies now flaunt their own aircraft, 
with companies arguing that this vital 
conveyance saves time and boosts pro-
ductivity. A recent CNN report quotedNewsBriefs
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(  AirLiNe fiNANCe

IndIGo declares profIt In 2011-12
According to a report in the Financial 
Chronicle, low-cost carrier (LCC) IndiGo, 
has once again posted a net profit for the 
fiscal year ending March 2012. As per Aditya 
Ghosh, President, InterGlobe, “Profits in the 
year 2011-12 is expected to be in the region 
of `50-100 crore.” Compared with the profit 
of `650 crore in the previous financial year 
which was 18 per cent higher than the year 
before, this year the profit has been modest. 
However, given the fact that the past year 
has been difficult for the airline industry, the 
world over and especially in India, perfor-
mance of IndiGo has indeed been creditable. 
IndiGo clearly stands out like an island of 
hope in the sea of despair in which almost 
all the other carriers are wallowing.

external commercIal BorrowInGs
Acknowledging the distress faced by the 
Indian airline industry, the Ministry of Finance, 
Government of India has approved External 
Commercial Borrowings (ECB) from overseas 
by aviation companies for one year up to a 
ceiling of $1 billion (`5,500 crore) collectively 
for the entire civil aviation sector and up to 
$300 million (`1,650 crore) individually for 
working capital or refinancing of outstanding 
working capital rupee loans. The rapid growth 
of aviation sector in India has generated 
demand for additional finance for working 
capital and capacity expansion. High operat-
ing costs, particularly on account of high fuel 
costs, have put additional stress on the airline 
industry. This policy decision is expected to 
provide a source of capital at low cost to the 
airline industry and help them tide over finan-
cial crunch. Proposals of individual companies 
would be considered for approval by the 
Reserve Bank of India based on the param-
eters such as cash flows and the capacity of 
individual companies to repay loans from their 
foreign exchange earnings. 

foreIGn dIrect Investment shelved
The proposal on permitting up to 49 per cent 
foreign direct investment (FDI) by foreign air-
lines into Indian carriers that was expected to 
be approved by the Cabinet appears to have 
been shelved for the time being. The issue has 
been referred back to a Group of Ministers 
with a directive to achieve consensus. A 
school of thought holds that the decision on 
FDI has been postponed on account of con-
flicting perceptions and interests of different 
airline groupings and their powerful political 

affiliations. Another school of thought is that 
the government is cautious in the decision-
making process on account of their unpleas-
ant experience in the recent past with the 
issue of permitting FDI in multi-brand retail 
and hence would like to ensure that allies are 
on board before taking the final decision. The 
government appears to be in no hurry to say 
the final word on the issue.

IndIan carrIers BeGIn ImportInG atf
Earlier this year, the   government approved 
the proposal for airlines to import  aviation 
turbine fuel (ATF) directly. This was a long-
standing demand from carriers who were 
compelled to buy ATF from oil marketing 
companies at prices that were 50 per cent 
higher than the global average largely due to 
local taxes. ATF accounts for around 50 per 
cent of an airline’s operating costs in India. 
Having obtained authorisation from the 
Directorate General of Foreign Trade, King-
fisher Airlines is the first airline to initiate the 
process for importing ATF. This should help 
the cash-strapped carrier reduce fuel bills but 
would also be a costly logistical challenge. 
SpiceJet and the national carrier Air India 
are the other two airlines that had received 
approval to begin direct import of ATF. Ac-
cording to industry analysts, though direct 
imports could bring down fuel costs by 15 to 
20 per cent, creation of infrastructure for the 
import, storage and delivery of ATF would 
entail sizeable investments to begin with. 

(  MrO

easa approves aIr works  
IndIa as Ga mro

Air Works India Engineering Pvt Ltd, India’s 
leading third party MRO, has achieved 
another milestone by becoming the first in-
dependent General Aviation MRO to obtain 
EASA Part 145 approval in its Delhi facility. 
EASA certification is globally recognised and 
is a benchmark for aviation safety standards.  
This certification supplements EASA approv-

als already held by the Air Works facility in 
Hosur, where it maintains Airbus A320 family, 
Boeing 737 Classic/NG series and ATR 42/72 
series aircraft and by SAAW, Air Works joint 
venture with Scandinavian Avionics which 
has an EASA approved avionics shop in Del-
hi. Air Works has constantly been enhancing 
capabilities to make the company a one-stop 
shop for all aircraft maintenance work. 

InnovatIve effort By turBomeca
Safran Group subsidiary Turbomeca plans 
to establish a series of online services to 
help operators streamline maintenance, 
trend monitoring and other engine support 
tasks. Known as Bank of Online Service 
and Technologies (Boost), the service, part 
of a major Safran effort is being developed 
in partnership with IBM. This facility is 
expected to be available in 2013. Tubromeca 
Chairman and CEO Olivier Andries de-
scribed Boost as “a complete online service 
with an electronic engine notebook, mean-
ing that you should be able to get rid of a lot 
of paper, but boost will also provide engine 
monitoring services as well as configuration 
management, overall fleet management 
and maintenance planning tools. Boost is a 
complete offering by which operators will be 
able to pick up the value-added devices of 
their choice because it will be modular”.

(  TeCHNOLOGY

BoeInG centre In BrazIl
Boeing will establish Boeing Research & 
Technology, Brazil, a research and technology 
centre in Sao Paulo that will work with the 
country’s leading researchers and scientists to 
develop aerospace technologies. The facility 
to be commissioned later in 2012, will serve 
as a hub for collaboration between Boeing 
and Brazilian R&D organisations, including 
government agencies, private sector compa-
nies and universities. Research will be focused 
on areas to include sustainable aviation 
biofuels, advanced air traffic management, 
advanced metals and bio-materials as also 
support and services technologies. Boeing 
Research & Technology, Brazil, will be Boe-
ing’s sixth advanced research centre outside 
the United States; the others are in Europe, 
Australia, India, China and Russia. “We also 
will strengthen our relationship with Brazil’s 
R&D community in ways that grow Brazil’s 
capabilities and meet the country’s goals for 
economic and technology development,” said 
Donna Hrinak, President of Boeing in Brazil.
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Genx for aIr IndIa’s dreamlIners

Air India’s Boeing 787 Dreamliner fleet will 
be powered by GE’s GEnx engines, one of 
the most technologically advanced engines 
in service today. Based on the proven GE90 
architecture, the GEnx engine will offer 
up to 15 per cent improved fuel efficiency, 
which translates to up to 15 per cent less 
CO2. The engine’s innovative low emis-
sion combustor dramatically reduces NOx 
gases as much as 55 per cent below today’s 
regulatory limits and other regulated gases 
as much as 90 per cent. The GEnx is also the 

quietest engine GE has produced due to the 
large, more efficient fan blades that operate 
at slower tip speed, resulting in about 30 per 
cent lower noise levels. Finally, the GEnx is 
the world’s only jet engine with both a front 
fan case and fan blades made of carbon fibre 
composites. Around 1,300 GEnx engines 
have been ordered by 46 customers around 
the world. Air India has also signed a GE 
Branded Services Agreement under which 
GE Aviation will provide technical support 
as Air India offers maintenance, repair and 
overhaul services for GEnx-1B engine and 
further advances its plans to become a 
global MRO service provider.

honeywell Inmarsat connectIvIty deal
Honeywell Aerospace and Inmarsat have 
signed an exclusive agreement to provide 
global in-flight connectivity services to 
business, commercial and government 
aviation customers around the world using 
Inmarsat’s Global Xpress, Ka-Band network. 

Global Xpress is scheduled for launch in 
2013, with global service for commercial, 
business aviation, and government custom-
ers available in 2014. An interesting aspect 
about this new service is that it will deliver 
fast, reliable in-flight connectivity for iPads, 
Smartphones, tablet devices and laptops, 
as well as allow for real-time social media, 
video conferencing and multi-media pre-
sentation in-flight, similar to being at home 
or in the office. This exclusive agreement is 
estimated to represent $2.8 billion for Hon-
eywell Aerospace in sales of hardware, cus-
tomer service and maintenance to airlines, 
government entities and original equipment 
manufacturers over the next two decades. 

(  reGULATOrY

cIvIl avIatIon authorIty soon
To facilitate safe, secure and affordable 
service to air passengers, the government 
will soon set up a Civil Aviation Authority 
(CAA) replacing the present Directorate 
General of Civil Aviation (DGCA). The pro-
posed CAA will have adequate financial and 
administrative flexibility to meet functional 
requirements for an effective safety oversight 
system. In addition, it will also have the 
powers of economic regulations, consumer 
protection and environment regulation. With 
the passenger volume going up steeply and 
the number of civil aircraft operating in the 
country also expected to increase, such an 
authority has become a necessity in India. 
Similar set up exists in many countries, 
including the US, Sri Lanka and Pakistan. The 
Civil Aviation Minister Ajit Singh informed 
the House that the proposal to form a CAA 
is in the formative stage and would be set up 
through a separate Act. However, the present 
legal framework such as the Aircraft Act 1934 
will continue to govern the aviation sector.

fatIGue rules for carGo pIlots
Under new regulations formulated by the FAA 
effective in January 2014, pilots flying pas-
senger aircraft will be limited to flying eight or 
nine hours, depending on the start time. Mini-
mum rest periods will be 10 hours with the 
opportunity for eight hours of uninterrupted 
sleep. Regulating flying hours of airline pilots 
remains hotly contested as there is a con-
certed demand that the same rules apply to 
pilots operating cargo flights. When the FAA 
recently finalised its rule for enhanced  rest 
for pilots of passenger aircraft following  the 
Colgan Air crash that killed 50 people three 

Pratt & Whitney and irkut sign definitive agreement for 
PurePower(r) PW1400G engine

Pratt & Whitney and Russia’s Irkut 
Corporation have signed a definitive 
agreement to offer the Pratt & Whitney 
PurePower(R) PW1400G engine on Irkut’s 
MC-21 family of aircraft. This secures the 
PurePower engine as the only western 
power plant offered on the new narrow 
body programme. Pratt & Whitney and 
Irkut Corporation selected Short Brothers 
plc, a subsidiary of Bombardier Aerospace 
of Canada, as the exclusive nacelle provider 
for the PW1400G engine family.

Irkut is developing the MC-21 as a family 
of 150 to 210 passenger aircraft with first 
flight of the PurePower(R) PW1400G engine 
aircraft planned for 2015 and entry into 
service in 2017. The MC-21 series will feature 
jetliners with 25,000-32,000 pounds of thrust.
“We are pleased to confirm our commitment 
to provide economic and environmental 
benefits to the MC-21 aircraft with the 
PurePower engine,” said Todd Kallman, 
President, Pratt & Whitney Commercial 
Engines. “This revolutionary engine family 
continues to meet all of our performance 
expectations and programme milestones. 
The PurePower engine offers the best possible 
reduction in fuel burn, noise, emissions and 
operating costs to Irkut’s customers.”

“We are proud to offer the Pratt & 
Whitney PurePower engine on our MC-
21 family of aircraft. The engine makes 
our aircraft more competitive because 

it offers real savings for our customers,” 
said Alexey I. Fedorov, President, Irkut 
Corporation. “Lowering fuel costs is good 
for airline customers and reducing the 
environmental impact of commercial 
aviation is good for everyone.”

The PurePower PW1000G series engines 
use an advanced gear system allowing 
the engine’s fan to operate at a different 
speed than the low-pressure compressor 
and turbine. The combination of the gear 
system and an all-new advanced core deliver 
double-digit improvements in fuel efficiency, 
environmental emissions and noise.

The PurePower engine family also 
shares common, advanced cores and 
feature flight proven, next-generation 
technology. The engine core consists of an 
ultra- efficient high-pressure compressor, a 
low-emissions combustor, and state-of-the-
art high-pressure turbine module.
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years ago, cargo pilots were left out because 
government officials decided the benefits 
didn’t justify the cost. However, there is now a 
proposed legislation to force the Transporta-
tion Department to apply the same rule to 
pilots of cargo and passenger aircraft. The bill 
faces an uncertain future in the US Congress 
as the industry group Airlines for America op-
posing the bill and pilots’ unions supporting 
it. The concern is that a drowsy pilot could 
cause problems in the same airspace that pas-
senger planes operate in.

(  AirLiNe NeWs

GopInath to launch aIrlIne aGaIn
Captain G.R. Gopinath, who pioneered low-
cost air travel in India, is all set to fly again. 
His company, Deccan Charters Limited based 
in South India, was been granted no objection 
certificate two months ago by the Ministry of 
Civil Aviation to operate as a scheduled airline 
which will cover destinations. The company 
intends to launch the airline with Airbus 320 
and ATR-72 aircraft. Gopinath, who launched 
Deccan 360, an air cargo company which did 
not make much headway, may start the pas-
senger airline service by the end of the year or 

next year. The  “no-compete clause” with Vijay 
Mallya’s Kingfisher Airlines is set to end by 
the end of the year. The stations that the new 
airline would fly to reportedly include Mum-
bai, Delhi, Coimbatore, Madurai, Bangalore, 
Hyderabad, Guwahati and Goa.

(  eNVirONMeNT

cookInG oIl powers Qantas aIrcraft

In April this year, Australian airliner Qantas 
flew the country’s first commercial biofuel 
flight between Sydney and Adelaide using a 
mix of conventional fuel and refined cooking 
oil. The biofuel component of the fuel used 
for the flight was from refined cooking oil 
which was procured from and was refined in 
Houston before it was shipped to Australia. 
The flight would have produced far less car-
bon emissions than if conventional jet fuel 
were used. Federal Energy Minister Martin 
Ferguson said Qantas will investigate the 
production and commercial viability of 
sustainable aviation fuel in Australia with 
two key objectives.

BoeInG 787 dreamlIner flIes on BIofuel

In April this year, Boeing and All Nippon 
Airways of Japan made aviation history by 
flying a 787 Dreamliner using a biofuel blend 
containing a large percentage of cooking 
oil. There were no passengers on board this 
delivery flight from Evertt’s Paine airfield to 
Tokyo’s Haneda airport. CO2 emissions were 
expected to be lower by 30 per cent when 
compared to current generation airlin-

ers of similar size. As for the reduction in 
greenhouse gasses, about 10 per cent can be 
attributed to the use of biofuel. This was for 
the first time a Boeing 787 Dreamliner was 
flown powered, at least in part by sustainable 
biofuel. This was also the first biofuel flight to 
be undertaken over the Pacific Ocean. 

Qatar aIrways ceo slams eu
CEO of Qatar Airways believes the EU is us-
ing its new Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) 
as a way of “covering up” inefficiencies in how 
it manages its finances and has found an 
indirect way of collecting more taxes. Speak-
ing at the Arabian Aerospace conference, 
Akbar Al Baker reiterated his previous state-
ment that the move would hurt Middle East 
airlines more than European carriers, as the 
former were bringing more aircraft into their 
fleets. Other experts agreed that the new 
scheme would have a negative impact on the 
industry, putting pressure on airlines battling 
fuel costs and other challenges. The CEO of 
Boeing Commercial Airlines, James Albaugh 
said the ETS will not reduce the carbon foot-
print of airlines, but will prevent them from 
investing in new energy efficient technologies 
that would help them cut emissions. 

(  BUsiNess AViATiON

cessna BusIness jets In chIna
Cessna plans to develop business jets with the 
state-owned Aviation Industry Corporation of 
China (AVIC). This is the latest sign of China’s 
growing importance in the global aviation 
industry. The announcement comes as Cessna 
of Wichita, Kansas, is set to become the first 
US aircraft maker to make business jets in 
China, the fastest-growing market for the 
multimillion-dollar planes and represented a 
significant opportunity for growth. Plans for 
the joint venture, which includes a partnership 
with the city of Chengdu in Western Sichuan 
province, involve building a manufacturing 
base to make existing Cessna aircraft models. 
The next phase would see China develop its 
first business jet to be sold abroad. The col-
laboration underlines the rapid rise of China’s 
business aviation sector, which saw its fleet 
nearly triple in the last four years as wealth 
increased with government support. 

BomBardIer BusIness aIrcraft sales
Bombardier Business Aircraft has moved 
forward with its sales force expansion an-
nouncing a new Regional Vice President in 
the US and six new Sales Directors, three in 

avIatIon expo europe
22-24 June
Bitburg Airport, Germany 
www.expo.aero/europe

General avIatIon Issues & 
securIty conference
24-26 June
Peppermill Reno Hotel, Reno, Neveda, USA
http://events.aaae.org/sites/120605/index.cfm

farnBorouGh InternatIonal 
aIrshow
9-15 July
Farnborough Airport, Farnborough, U.K
www.farnborough.com/airshow-2012

eaa aIrventure
23-29 July
Wittman Regional Airport, Oshkosh, 
Wisconsin, USA
www.airventure.org

laBace 2012
15-17 August
Congonhas Airport, São Paulo, Brazil
www.abag.org.br/labace2012/eng/ 
labace2012.htm

EvEnts CalEndar 



Earlier, Buffet had admitted it was 
one of his few indulgences. Subse-
quently, what elevated the business jet 
from a luxury toy to what is increas-
ingly seen as a vital corporate tool? In 
the US, hundreds of Fortune 500 com-
panies now flaunt their own aircraft, 
with companies arguing that this vital 
conveyance saves time and boosts pro-
ductivity. A recent CNN report quotedNewsBriefs
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North America, two in China and one each  
for Africa, Asia and Australia. “We see positive 
momentum in an increasingly competitive 
environment and are focused on growing our 
Learjet, Challenger and Global aircraft pres-
ence worldwide,” said Bob Horner, Senior Vice 
President, Sales, Bombardier Business Aircraft. 

Gulfstream G150 hIts mIlestones

Gulfstream’s G150 hit two milestones recent-
ly, the fleet surpassed 1,00,000 flight hours 
and the 100th G150 rolled off the production 
line. “With the longest range at the highest 
speed, an advanced avionics suite and the 
most comfortable cabin, the G150 is the best 
in its mid-sized cabin aircraft category,” said 
Stan Dixon, Vice President, Mid-Cabin Pro-
grams, Gulfstream. When the G150 entered 
service in 2006, it was the first Gulfstream 
business jet to be certified by the FAA for 
Stage 4, the industry’s most stringent noise 
standards. All Gulfstream current produc-
tion aircraft are Stage 4 compliant. The G150 
is also certified to meet the steep approach 
landing criteria at London City Airport. With 
95 aircraft in service, the fleet has flown 
more than 1,00,000 flight hours and achieved 
more than 72,000 landings. 

netjets’ joInt venture In chIna
The Columbus-based company NetJets has 
formed a joint venture called NetJets China 
Business Aviation Ltd to be based in Zhuhai 
on the Southern coast of China’s Guangdong 
province. NetJets will work with a group of 
Chinese investors that includes a subsidiary 
of the private equity firm Hony Capital and 
the private investment arm of two Chinese 
families. “The Chinese aviation market has 
phenomenal growth potential and we believe 
that introducing the NetJets service in China 
will enhance our brand’s global offering for 
customers around the globe,” said NetJets 
CEO Jordan Hansell. “Our aim is to introduce 
NetJets’ brand of unmatched standards for 
managing private aircraft and provide aircraft 
owners in China with the ultimate in safety, 
security and reliability.” Hansell further stated 
that NetJets’ expansion into China would be a 

different model than the fractional jet opera-
tion it runs in the US. 

(  iNDUsTrY

BoeInG-emBraer joInt aIrcraft 
development
Boeing and Embraer have signed a deal 
to work together to jointly develop a new 
single-aisle jet. The two countries said that 
they had signed an agreement to expand 
and deepen cooperation in civil aviation, a 
development meaningful to the low-cost 
carrier US Airways which has waited for 
years to begin flying between Charlotte 
and Sao Paulo. Boeing and Embraer have 
agreed to cooperate on commercial aircraft 
features that enhance safety and efficiency, 
research and technology, aviation biofuels 
as also to explore other opportunities to 
work together for mutual benefit. 

BomBardIer’s pact wIth comac
Bombardier and Commercial Aircraft Corpora-
tion of China Ltd (COMAC) have entered into 
an agreement to seek opportunities to cooper-
ate on aspects of Bombardier’s new CSeries 
and Comac’s C919 aircraft. The deal holds the 
promise of reducing the cost of research and 
development and of certain parts while giving 
Bombardier, the world’s third biggest com-
mercial aircraft maker, deeper access to China’s 
fast-growing aviation market. The agreement 
builds on a deal signed a year ago and is the 
first phase of a long-term collaboration pact. 

rockwell collIns, avIc jv
Rockwell Collins and China Leihua Electron-
ic Technology Research Institute (LETRI), a 
subsidiary of the Aviation Industry Corpora-
tion of China (AVIC), are to establish a joint 
venture company, AVIC Leihua Rockwell 
Collins Avionics Company, focusing on bring-
ing surveillance products to the Commercial 
Aircraft Corporation of China Ltd (COMAC) 
C919 aircraft. The joint venture company will 
develop, manufacture and deliver integrated 
surveillance system products for the C919 
programme in China. In addition to provid-
ing the integrated surveillance system for 
the C919, Rockwell Collins is also providing 
communication, navigation, cabin manage-
ment and in-flight entertainment systems for 
the family of single-aisle aircraft. Additionally, 
Rockwell Collins and Xian Aviation Science 
and Technology Company (XASC), an AVIC 
subsidiary, recently delivered the C919 Engi-
neering Simulator. sp

hawker Beechcraft
Hawker Beechcraft Global Customer 
Support has appointed Harrods Aviation 
at Luton Airport, UK, as a Limited Service 
Centre to support its Hawker 750, 800, 
800XP, 850XP and 900XP business jets.

sIkorsky aIrcraft
United Technologies Corporation has an-
nounced the appointment of Mick Maurer 
as President of its Sikorsky Aircraft Corpo-
ration subsidiary.

Gulfstream
Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation has 
named William Clarey as Sales Director in 
the company’s North American Sales, East 
Division, Mid-Atlantic Region.

eurocopter
Christoph Müller will become the Head of 
Communications for Eurocopter Germany.

dassault falcon
Dassault Falcon has promoted Jean-Michel 
Jacob as Senior Vice President of Interna-
tional Sales responsible for Asia, the Pacific 
Rim and South America.

rolls-royce
Rolls-Royce has announced the appoint-
ment of Kishore Jayaraman as President of 
Rolls-Royce in India and South Asia. 

vIrGIn amerIca
Virgin America, the award-winning domes-
tic airline, has appointed Jim Davis as the 
company’s new Vice President of Airports 
and Guest Services.  

cfm
Raymond Scodellaro has been named 
CFM International’s new Vice President, 
Contracts.

vIrGIn australIa
Virgin Australia has announced creation of 
a separate division for its Velocity Frequent 
Flyer programme, to be led by CEO, Neil 
Thompson.

lufthansa
Simone Menne has been appointed to the 
Executive Board of Deutsche Lufthansa AG 
as Chief Financial Officer.

acsf
The Air Charter Safety Foundation (ACSF) 
has announced the selection of Dennis 
Keith, President and owner of Jet Solutions, 
LLC, to succeed the current Chairman, Jim 
Christiansen.

appointmEnts
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First

The supersonic jeT will be twice as fast as Concorde 
and have a top speed of Mach 3.5. The 20-seat craft, Hyper-
Mach’s SonicStar, will be capable of a top speed of 2,664 mph, 
(4,262 km) fly at 62,000 feet, allowing passengers to see the cur-

vature of the earth.
HyperMach’s new supersonic aircraft SonicStar incorporates revo-

lutionary aerodynamics and propulsion technology to overcome the 
environmental and economic challenges that have stopped the develop-
ment of supersonic aircraft in the past. SonicStar will achieve the speed 
of Mach 3.5, while meeting requirements for high thrust to weight ratio 
engine designs, reduced emissions and the dramatic reduction of sonic 
boom overland.

The propulsion system for SonicStar is a new hybrid engine, S-MAGJET 
4000X designed by HyperMach’s engine partner SonicBlue. It is over 30 per 
cent more fuel efficient than the Rolls-Royce 593 engine in Concorde. This 
is a record-breaking technology for a supersonic engine design. The 54,700 
thrust class S-MAGJET engine is optimised to fly the HyperMach SonicStar 
aircraft at 62,000 feet, at specific fuel consumption below 1.05 at Mach 3.5, 
this performance will be unprecedented and will welcome in a new era of 
the future of aerospace transport. SP

For more information and video, visit: 
www.spsairbuz.net

Future Flight
Specifications:
Maximum cruise speed: Mach 3.6
Long range cruise: Mach 3.1
High speed cruise: Mach 3.4
Maximum take-off weight: 1,55,000 lb
Basic operating weight: 80,000 lb
Maximum fuel: 75,000 lb
Engines:  Two SonicBlue 

S-MAGJET Hybrid, 
Supersonic 4000-X Series

Thrust: Flat rated to 54,700 lb.
Wing area: 1,800 sq. ft
Approach speed: 140 Kts
Balanced field length: 9,000 ft
Landing distance: 4,800 ft
Range (IFR): 6000 nm
Ceiling: 62,000 ft

Cabin:
Overall length 64 m
Height at maximum 2.6 m
Width at maximum 2.7 m

HyperMach’s SonicStar business jet
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The Synergy aircrafT, propelled by a fan 
in the back and buoyed by a boxy tail, promises to be 
cheaper, safer, quieter, and vastly more efficient than a 
jet airplane.

Developed by John McGinnis, the aircraft is designed to show 
10 times the fuel economy of a small jet at 10 per cent of the cost, 
Synergy aircraft not only offers fast, fun transp ortation (in com-
fort above the weather), but also greater range and the ability to 
land at safer, slower speeds on local airfields. The shape is not 
unlike the jets of the future and the technology is very different.

Through innovative solutions that work in greater harmony 
with the invisible physics of flight, Synergy aircraft aims at de-

livering more room; quiet, smooth ride...with a view; far greater 
economy, using common fuels; easier operation; greatly reduced 
travel time; true passenger safety; far lower price; quiet, neigh-
bourhood manners; adaptability to hybrid, electric, and advanced 
engine technologies.

McGinnis had unveiled the design at the fifth annual CAFE 
Electric Aircraft Symposium (EAS V) in April 2011. The “Synergy” 
name derives from the idea that the aircraft synergises six proven 
aeronautical principles into a single, extremely efficient package. SP

For more information and video, visit: 
www.spsairbuz.net

 tecknow

Synergy Aircraft by John McGinnis will give a new future to aviation

Cleaner & Faster
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Training Infrastructure

S
tandard of infraStructure and 
quality of trainers are the two key factors that 
determine professional standards achieved at 
flying training establishments. A prominent mile-
stone in civil aviation training for ab initio pi-
lots in India was the establishment of the Indira 
Gandhi Rashtriya Uran Academy (IGRUA) in the 

1980s. IGRUA has maintained high professional standards but 
has unfortunately not been able to deliver the numbers required 
by the booming Indian civil aviation industry. In 2009, another 
government-sponsored flying training establishment designated 
as the National Flying Training Institute (NFTI), commenced op-
erations at Gondia near Nagpur. Unfortunately, the civil aviation 
authorities responsible for the decision to establish NFTI felt that 
the combined expertise of the highly experienced civil and mili-
tary aviators in the country was unfit to manage ab initio pilot 
training for civil aviation. In their wisdom, the decision-makers 
invited CAE of Canada to manage training at NFTI. The institute, 
financed by the Indian taxpayer, is manned by Indian profession-
als but ironically, CAE corners 51 per cent of the profit.

Inviting a foreign entity to run a civil flying training institute 
in India is explicit admission of lack of capability to train pilots for 
India’s airlines who  are compelled to employ expatriates at enor-
mous cost. The situation is somewhat incongruous as India has 
one of the finest military aviation training systems in the world 

reputed for its impeccable track record. Assigning responsibil-
ity for basic training of civil pilots to a foreign agency is hardly a 
feather in our cap.

There is no doubt that as compared with global standards, 
civil flying training in India is rated lower. In the past decade, not 
a single foreign trainee has joined any flying school in India but in 
the same period, thousands of Indian pilots have graduated from 
flying schools abroad. The Directorate General of Civil Aviation 
(DGCA), the sole regulatory body in India, must be held respon-
sible for failure to sustain civil flying training at world standards. 
One glaring inadequacy in the DGCA is that it has no instructor pi-
lot with respectable credentials to review and evolve training poli-
cies and directives. While accountability lies with the DGCA, the 
responsibility must be shared by the unscrupulous entrepreneurs, 
who to exploit the surge in demand for pilots, have established fly-
ing schools that were ill-equipped and staffed by individuals with 
dubious professional credentials. Barring a few, these schools liter-
ally fleeced ignorant trainees, many of whom are now unemploy-
able owing to poor quality of training. The exercise was aided and 
abetted by some officials of the DGCA, not known for probity. The 
frightening reality is that today there are about 4,000 unemployed 
Commercial Pilot Licence (CPL) holders in the country.

contribution of the Military to civil  aviation.  
As in other advanced nations, in India, the major repository of 

by T.P. SrivaSTava

There is no doubt that as compared with global standards, civil flying training in 
India is rated lower. In the past decade, not a single foreign trainee has joined 
any flying school in India but in the same period, thousands of Indian pilots have 

graduated from flying schools abroad.

AlArming reAlity
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pilots and instructors is with military aviation. Some years ago, 
most of Air India pilots were ex-Indian Air Force (IAF). Aviation 
wings of the Indian Navy and the Indian Army also provided pi-
lots for Indian carriers as also for business and general aviation. 
That the basic training standards of military aviation in the coun-
try are impeccable is unquestionable. Suffice it to say that the top 
three airlines in India have ex-IAF pilots as their Chief Operations 
Officer (COO). IGRUA and NFTI are also manned largely by re-
tired IAF pilot instructors.

The standard of military flying training in India has remained 
high unlike as in civil aviation. In the IAF, there is an organised 
system of training pilots selected on the basis of merit, as Quali-
fied Flying Instructors (QFI). During the five-month flying in-
structor’s course, which is most gruelling, trainee instructors are 
put through extensive ground and flying training with emphasis 
on human factors and instructional technique. While military 
QFIs undergo structured training, there is no such training in the 
case of civil flying instructors.

civil flying inStructor training School. A 
well-trained flying instructor is indispensable for proper training. 
For some inexplicable reason, the DGCA has never considered es-
tablishing a Civil Flying Instructor Training School and does not 
appear to be inclined to do so even now. Rule 160 of Civil Aviation 
permits exemptions under various categories that can be granted 
only by the Ministry of Civil Aviation (MoCA). The DGCA is not 
empowered to grant exemptions. A noteworthy decision to im-
prove standards of training in civil flying schools was taken in 
2008 when a special directive was issued by the DGCA permitting 
non-CPL holder military QFIs to be considered for appointment 
as CFI at civil flying training establishments. Currently, quite a 
few non-CPL holder military QFIs are functioning as CFI/PI, but 
only at IGRUA and NFTI. However, this privilege was not being 
extended to private flying schools till recently. Reasons advanced 
by the DGCA regarding this were not convincing. However, after 
some effort at convincing DGCA, the situation has now improved 
and non-CPL holder military QFIs are being granted permission 
to function as CFIs in private flying schools.

It is necessary to understand the distinction between a pi-
lot and a pilot instructor. Just as every good player cannot be a 
good coach, so also, every pilot may not necessarily be a good in-
structor. However, a flying instructor must necessarily be a good 
pilot and more importantly, have the ability to allow the trainee 
to make mistakes and learn from them without endangering the 
machine. The instructor must display supreme temperament and 
ability to remain composed in a crisis. The capability to impart 
instruction in the air is contingent on the ability of the flying in-
structor to communicate in simple but flawless English. The pro-
cess, termed as “Patter”, is an integral part of demonstration of an 
exercise in the air. An English language proficiency test has been 
instituted in 2011 for civil pilots in India.

WoeS of the regulatory body. Flying training is 
controlled at the DGCA by the Joint Director General ( Jt. DG), 
who incidentally is not a flier. The Flying Institute Evaluation Sec-
tion comprises a pilot at the level of a Director assisted by a pi-
lot, an ex-CFI employed on contract. Decision-making based on 
inputs from evaluation team, is confined to the Jt. DG and DG, 
both of whom are non-aviators. Not many DGs in the past have 
deemed it fit to visit flying institutes that are nurseries for civil 
aviation. Although the present DG must be credited for introduc-

ing measures to reform the flying training system, progress is 
slow as he is handicapped due to non-availability of an ‘expert’ 
to advise him on the nitty-gritty of training. He is further handi-
capped as the Jt. DG is also not an aviator.

The Jt. DG is also responsible for licensing, an elaborate pro-
cess involving thorough scrutiny of a variety of documents. The 
workload of training and licensing combined is well beyond the 
capability of a single individual; hence the delay. There is, there-
fore, a need to bifurcate the functions of training and licensing, 
each headed by a Jt. DG. The Jt. DG who heads training must 
necessarily be a pilot instructor of repute with either civil or mili-
tary antecedents. Until government approval for permanent Jt. 
DG (Training) is obtained, an instructor pilot from military/civil 
aviation with the appropriate credentials should be engaged on 
contract. The suggestions have been made without intent to cast 
aspersions on the capability of the present incumbent or his pre-
decessors. It may be of interest to know that the Co-Chairman of 
FAA Committee on Pilot Training at the Federal Aviation Admin-
istration (FAA) of the US, Rory Kay, is an airline instructor pilot. 
Instead of re-inventing the wheel, we should adopt an efficient 
model functional elsewhere.

The responsibility of monitoring/inspecting/reporting of fly-
ing schools lies with the Director, Flying Training. A single indi-
vidual handling over 40 flying schools in the country defies logic. 

He is assisted by an individual of unquestionable professional in-
tegrity—an erstwhile CFI employed on contract, who decided to 
assess the CFI/PII/PI/API in the field purely on their respective 
professional merit and downgraded over half a dozen CFIs. The 
DGCA needs to have at least six competent instructor pilots from 
civil/military aviation, on contract if necessary, at Delhi and at 
least one at each of the regional headquarters. If such measures 
are not instituted, the ongoing effort to streamline instructional 
flying training might prove to be futile.

The state of affairs is even more appalling at the regional 
headquarters of the DGCA where not a single aviator has been 
appointed to monitor flying training in the region. There can be 
no better example of professional profligacy demonstrated by the 
apex regulatory body.
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abSence of a coMpendiuM. Civil Aviation Reg-
ulations (CARs) are orders and instructions issued by the 
DGCA from time to time to provide a framework for flying 
training. However, the DGCA has not deemed it fit to compile 
these into a compendium. Some of the directives are not even 
traceable on Internet. Undoubtedly, there is an urgent need 
to have a Civil Aviation Flying Training Compendium.

ManageMent of flying SchoolS. Apart from 
the responsibility that lies with the DGCA, there are serious 
incongruities at the field level that impinge on the quality of 
training. The management of a civil flying institute is entrust-
ed to the following:

l	 Accountable Manager
l	 Chief Flight Instructor (CFI) 
l	 Chief Engineer (CE)
At the field level, the responsibility of running a flying 

school and of ensuring quality in flying training lies with the 
Accountable Manager. However, if these three functionaries, 
individually or collectively, decide to disregard orders and in-
structions, DGCA officials at Delhi or at the respective regional 
headquarters can do little other than record inadequacies during 
their annual inspection lasting not more than 48 hours. The prev-
alent deplorable state of civil flying training today is attributable 
in part to the lack of professional and moral integrity on the part 
of a few Accountable Managers and CFIs.

ManageMent of flying SchoolS. Several flying 
institutes in the country are manned by ‘penny counting’ Ac-
countable Managers with little knowledge of aviation and the sole 
objective of generating profits. The DGCA remains blissfully un-
mindful of this fact and is de facto a party to the degeneration of 
flying training from ‘profession’ to ‘business’. As per the rules, the 
offices of CFI and the CE are appointments made on the recom-
mendations of the Accountable Manager, someone who is usu-
ally ignorant about aviation and may be unable to meaningfully 
monitor their performance. Consequently, or possibly in conniv-
ance with Accountable Managers, some CFIs have taken the 
system for a ride indulging in gross over-logging of flying hours 
and producing poorly trained pilots. For training standards to be 
improved, the Accountable Manager must be an instructor pilot.

chief flying inStructorS. The professional compe-
tence of a few civilian CFIs approved by DGCA cannot be termed 
‘bad’; it is deplorable with some of them not being able to con-
verse in English. A peep into the past of most of the civilian CFIs 
is necessary to understand as to why they did what they did, at 
times due to direct patronage from a few less-than-honest DGCA 
officials. The following facts may help explain the poor quality of 
most of the civilian CFIs duly approved by DGCA:

l	 Examination of their logbooks would reveal that, in most 
cases, their basic flying training up to obtaining a CPL was 
over an extended period at flying institutes equipped with 
primitive aeroplanes, poor infrastructure and poorer stan-
dards of flying and ground instructors.

l	 Having somehow obtained a CPL, these pilots languished 
as prospects of their employment in airlines were low be-
cause of their extremely poor proficiency in spoken Eng-
lish and low professional competence. They spent years, 
flying as safety pilots and doing odd jobs such as assisting 
issue, renewal and endorsement of licences and acting as 

commission agents for the DGCA.
l	 Rejected by the airline industry and business aviation, 

they had no option but to look at the instructional field as 
an avenue to make a living and maintain the currency of 
their CPL.

l	 The aviation boom from 1999 to 2007 came as a bonanza 
with a sudden surge in the demand for pilots and in its 
wake, the demand for CFIs.

lack of proper infraStructure. A survey of fly-
ing institutions would reveal disconcerting facts about the exist-
ing infrastructure:

l	 Most of the flying institutions do not have proper hostel 
accommodation for trainees who either make their own 
arrangements or are housed in shabby hired accommo-
dation. Ideally, flying institutes must have integral hostel 
facilities of the required standards.

l	 Arrangements for meals and transportation are also 
 non-existent.

l	 Crew room facilities are also well below the minimum 
standards at most of the institutes.

l	 Infrastructure, especially at private airports viz. hangars, 
perimeter fence, security arrangements and safety ser-
vices leave much to be desired. At places such as Aligarh, 
three DGCA-approved flying institutes are operating out 
of the same hangar.

l	 Notwithstanding the Certificate of Airworthiness, vintage 
of trainer aircraft at some flying institutes is questionable. 

l	 Private airports generally lack proper and professionally 
manned Air Traffic Control facilities.

l	 Some flying institutes operate without explosive licence 
mandated by law.

l	 Night flying facilities at some of the private airports 
cleared for training flying are grossly inadequate.

l	 Flying Institutes equipped with glass cockpit aircraft 
log flying hours based on Hob’s Meter installed in the 
cockpit which begins recording flying time from engine 
start. An ab initio trainee would normally take around 
20 minutes after engine start to complete checks and 
procedures, taxi to the runway and commence take-off. 
After landing, the trainee would take around five min-
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utes prior to engine shutdown. Thus, a total of around 
25 minutes spent on the ground with engine running 
are recorded on Hob’s Meter as flying hours. Thus, fly-
ing institutes are actually over-logging flying hours by 
at least 25 per cent on an average. Standard practice for 
recording flying time i.e. ‘Chocks Off ’ to ‘Chocks On’ is 
practised by only some institutes. The trainee has a right 
to log only the useful time in the cockpit while airborne 
and not while the aircraft is on the ground with engines 
running and the Hob’s Meter ticking.

l	 Most flying training institutes in the country currently 
approved by the DGCA are not completely fit to conduct 
flying training due to poor infrastructure and other inad-
equacies.

l	 A suggested model for flying institutes for training up to 
CPL stage has been submitted to the DGCA a few months 
ago. Institutes not adequately equipped, should be per-
mitted to train only up to the Private Pilot Licence (PPL) 
stage and for promotion of aviation as adventure sport. 
Both proposals having been sent to the DGCA, a response 
is awaited.

l	 The existing mechanism to monitor the health of flying 
institutes during two consecutive inspections separated 
by a year is as good as non-existent. Besides, the DGCA, 
which does not have the manpower to scrutinise the re-
cord of activity of over 40 flying institutes every month, 
can barely cope with routine correspondence.

flying inStructor rating. Existing rules for grant of 
Flying Instructor Rating (FIR) by the DGCA are easily the most 
irrational directives in vogue. Despite repeated pointers to the 
DGCA during the meetings held in February 2010 and April 2011, 
there has been absolutely no attempt to change the flawed direc-
tive, which obviously must have been conceived and subsequent-
ly approved by non-aviators. The rule directs that a CPL holder 
aspiring to become a Flying Instructor should have at least 200 
hours of Pilot-in-Command (PIC) and undergo ten hours of ‘pat-
ter’ flying under a CFI along with ground subjects. After comple-
tion of the laid down flying/ground subjects syllabus, the aspirant 
is required to fly a ‘check’ sortie with another CFI. The DGCA then 
conducts an oral examination. The system thus has a new Assis-
tant Flight Instructor (AFI) with less than 300 hours experience. 
The directive also defines the requirements for Pilot Instructor 
(PI) status for which an instructor pilot must have a minimum of 
300 hours of instructional flying, which implies that the aspirant 
has around 600 hours of total flying, 500 hours of which should be 
as PIC. The aspirant is then required to undergo 30 hours of ‘pat-
ter’ flying, ground subject syllabus and viva by DGCA.

The regulations are somewhat flawed. For the initial AFI rat-
ing, the aspirant barely has an overall experience of 300 hours, of 
which at least 200 hours are logged as PIC. At this stage, as per 
the DGCA, the aspirant requires a mere 10 hours of ‘patter flying’. 
However when the aspirant has over 600 hours of total flying of 
which at least 300 hours are instructional, the aspirant is required 

to undergo 30 hours of ‘patter flying’. Logically, it should have 
been the other way around.

propoSed initiativeS for the dgca. For effec-
tive management of flying training, the following measures are 
suggested:

l	 The DG, DGCA be allowed to take all decisions regarding 
flying training viz. employment of non-CPL holder mili-
tary QFIs without reference to the MoCA.

l	 An instructor pilot from civil/military aviation be ap-
pointed as the Jt. DG (Training).

l	 Training and licensing responsibility be bifurcated, each 
under a separate Jt. DG.

l	 At least four, preferably six, instructor pilots, be induct-
ed into the flying training section at DGCA. Apart from 
routine and surprise inspections, they should be tasked 
to prepare Training Compendium, list Standard Operat-
ing Procedures and advise DG/Jt. DG regarding matters 
related to flying training. They must also be tasked with 
preparing a comprehensive syllabus for PPL/CPL train-
ing wherein the contents and duration of each sortie are 
clearly stated. No such document is available at present.

l	 At least one Deputy Director level instructor pilot be post-
ed to each of the regional headquarters.

l	 The DGCA nominate CFIs at flying institutes taking into 
account his/her professional integrity, maturity and com-
petence.

l	 A Civil Flying Instructors’ Training Institute be established 
at IGRUA. Modalities may be worked out by the DGCA.

l	 Qualifying requirements for grant of initial FIR be in-
creased from existing 10 hours of patter flying to 30 hours. 
For grant of PI rating, patter flying hours be reduced from 
existing 30 to 10.

l	 Allow a non-CPL holder military QFI to function as CFI/
PI. Suitable norms for currency of flying on the aircraft he/
she is to instruct may be worked out by the DGCA.

l	 All Accountable Managers should have aviation back-
ground, preferably an instructor pilot but definitely a pilot.

l	 No concessions be granted to flying institutes lacking the 
requisite infrastructure.

concluSion. The standard of civil aviation flying train-
ing establishments needs considerable improvement. Atten-
tion needs to be focused on the quality of trainers, modification 
of existing rules and regulations and other issues discussed in 
the preceding paragraphs. While the present DG appears de-
termined to sort out the mess in training institutions, in the 
absence of a Jt. DG level officer who is an instructor-pilot, his 
efforts will be severely impaired.

To end on a lighter note, in cricket, batsmen began wearing ab-
dominal guards in 1874 but the helmet came into use only in 1974. It 
took a hundred years for cricket mandarins to realise that the head 
also needed protection. Hopefully, the Indian civil aviation authori-
ties will take less time to realise which other elements in flying train-
ing need ‘protection’ and remedy the situation expeditiously. sP

The writer is an ex-IAF Qualified Flying Instructor with vast experience in 
combat and instructional flying. He has set up a state-of-art Civil Flying 
Training Academy at Shirpur, Maharashtra, sponsored by Sri Ville Parle 
Kevlani Mandal, a Mumbai-based trust. The Academy, with modern 
infrastructure, is equipped with Cessna-172 aircraft.

there iS a need to bifurcate 
the functionS of training and 
licenSing.
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A 
jet engine is one of the most complex and 
amazing inventions ever, a marvel of human in-
genuity. Its components, numbered by the thou-
sands, must be machined to precise specifications 
using the lightest and toughest materials available 
and packed into the smallest possible space. For 
decades, technologists have toiled tirelessly to coax 

engines towards higher levels of power and efficiency and their mis-
sion will never be over. The surging price of oil is chiefly to blame; 
it has burned a big hole in the airline industry’s pocket and ruined 
most of its operating cost assumptions. The airlines are constrained 
to raise ticket prices but fear that this would make economy-class 
passengers desert them in droves. Consequently, many carriers 
worldwide have shut shop while scores have been driven to the brink.

Pressure is also mounting on the industry to do its bit in the 
fight against climate change through perceptible improvement in 
fuel burn and slashing CO2 emissions. The main emphasis is on 
replacements of today’s narrow-body planes that constitute the 
vast majority of the global commercial fleet. They must fly clean-
er and quieter than ever before. However, this would require huge 
investments and a quantum leap in technology across the board. 
Once again, jet designers are being pressed to make their engines 
more fuel-efficient. But is the radical improvement demanded in 
commercial jet engine performance likely or even possible?

CFM LeAPs AheAd. CFM International, the global leader 
in jet engines by a long shot, thinks it is. The 50-50 joint venture 
between General Electric and Snecma delivers three out of every 
five engines that power narrow-body jet airliners. It is most close-
ly associated with the iconic CFM56 family of power-plants fitted 
on a number of Airbus and Boeing variants. The CFM56, of which 
29,000 engines have been ordered and 23,500 have already been 
delivered, is amongst the quietest and lowest-emissions engines 
flying. It is also claimed to have the lowest cost of ownership in the 
narrow-body market and a departure rating of over 99 per cent. Its 
successor, the eagerly awaited leading edge aviation propulsion 
(LEAP-X) turbofan, is bound to be just as exciting. The LEAP-X is 
a conventional design that uses technology developed for engines 
like the GE90 and GEnx. It employs sophisticated composite ma-
terials, next-generation 3D aerodynamics and low-emission com-
bustion techniques in the engine’s hot-section (core) to cut fuel 
consumption. Its large fan will have just 18 blades, as against 36 
on the CFM56-5C and 24 on the CFM56-7B engine. The reduced 
number of blades means a lighter fan containment structure, 
the weight saving on account of which is estimated to be 455 kg 
per twinjet. CFM has already completed full-scale aerodynamic, 
acoustic, bird strike and other tests on the fan. 

Airframe manufacturers are queuing up to cash in on the 
LEAP-X programme, having been assured that the revolutionary 

by Joseph NoroNha

The looming threat of CFM International LEAP-ing ahead seems to have persuaded the 
two partners, Rolls-Royce and Pratt & Whitney, to bury their differences and cooperate 

more closely. They have set their sights on the next-generation of 120- to 230-seat 
airliners that is expected to generate a worldwide demand for around 20,000 planes and 

perhaps 45,000 engines over the next 20 years.

LEAP of PurE PowEr
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LEAP-X engine will have just 18 blades  and 
employs sophisticated composite materials,  

next-generation 3D aerodynamics and  
low-emission combustion techniques in the 

engine’s core to cut fuel consumption
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new turbofan expected to be certi-
fied in 2016, will produce 50 to  60 per 
cent less NOX, emit 16 per cent less 
CO2, burn 16 per cent less fuel and fly 
50 per cent quieter than today’s best 
CFM56 engine. The new engine also 
comes with the CFM56 legacy of un-
surpassed reliability and low mainte-
nance cost. The LEAP-1B has been 
selected as the sole power-plant for 
the new Boeing 737 MAX. The LEAP-
1C will exclusively power the Comac 
C919 aircraft, a 168-190 passenger 
narrow-body twinjet, being designed 
and built in China. The LEAP-1A is 
being offered as one of the two op-
tions on the forthcoming Airbus 
A320neo. All these aircraft should en-
ter commercial service in the 2016-17 
time frame and are expected to dom-
inate the global narrow-body market 
thereafter. CFM has already received 
advance orders for more than 3,400 
LEAP engines. The future of the 
LEAP-X programme may be even 
brighter since the same technologies 
can be applied to an open rotor en-
gine for 26 per cent decrease in fuel 
burn compared to the CFM56.

PrAtt & Whitney’s PurePoWer riPoste. After 
sitting on the sidelines of the lucrative narrow-body market for 
some years, Pratt & Whitney seems determined to capture a great-
er market share. And the talisman of its ambitions is the PurePow-
er PW1000G, a high-bypass geared turbofan (GTF) engine. The 
engine’s sophisticated gearing system allows the fan to rotate at 
relatively low speed, while the compressor and turbine operate at 
relatively high speed. This increases engine efficiency and reduces 
fuel burn, emissions, and noise. The radical design, expected to 
absorb at least $2 billion (`11,000 crore) during development, has 
fewer engine stages and approximately 1,500 fewer compressor 
aerofoils, promising lower weight and reduced maintenance costs.

Last November, Time magazine named the PurePower PW1000G 
engine as one of the “50 Best Inventions” of 2011 and the most im-
portant development in aviation in the year. Although the PW1000G 
does not as yet enjoy the patronage that CFM’s LEAP engine com-
mands, it has attracted some important customers, including  Airbus 
for its A320neo airliner. This gives PurePower an Indian connection 
because low-cost carrier IndiGo has selected the GTF engine to pow-
er its 150 A320neo aircraft, due to begin entry into service in October 
2015. The PW1000G will be the sole power-plant for the 150-to-215 
seat Russian Irkut MS-21 narrow-body jet, first delivery expected in 
2017 or later. Then there are forthcoming regional jets. Bombardier 
has chosen the PW1500G for its futuristic 110- to 145-seat CSeries 
regional twinjets. The CS100, expected to enter service by the end of 
2013, will fly with the first operational PurePower engine. It will be 
followed by the CS300 a year later. The 70 to 96 capacity Mitsubishi 
Regional Jet (MRJ), whose first delivery is expected by early 2016, will 
be fitted with the smaller PW1217G GTF engine.

Pratt & Whitney claims that its new engines will offer a 12 to 
15 per cent reduction in fuel burn, up to 15 per cent reduction in 

CO2 emissions as also 50 per cent de-
crease in NOX emissions and noise. 
The company has begun icing tests 
on the PurePower intended for the 
Bombardier CSeries and anticipates 
completing its certification by the 
end of the year. The engine slated for 
the MRJ logged its first flight in April 
and is also scheduled to begin certifi-
cation testing soon.

roLLs-royCe roLLs ALong.  
Meanwhile, Rolls-Royce is currently 
the exclusive engine supplier for the 
forthcoming Airbus A350 XWB long-
range twinjet, boosting its prospects 
in the wide-body segment. Powered 
by Rolls-Royce Trent XWB engines, 
the A350 XWB is designed to compete 
against Boeing’s B777 as well as the 
larger B787 variants. It claims to offer 
an astounding fuel savings of up to 30 
per cent compared with similar cur-
rent aircraft. The 314-seat A350-900 is 
scheduled to make its first flight in the 
first half of 2013, with first delivery to 
launch customer Qatar Airways set for 
2014. The 270-seat A350-800 and the 

350-seat A350-1000 will follow.
Although Rolls-Royce and Pratt & Whitney are partners in the 

International Aero Engines (IAE) consortium, Rolls has steered 
clear of the LEAP-GTF tussle. Till date, it preferred to look further 
into the future and concentrate on developing a new, more effi-
cient engine core to power the next generation of narrow-body air-
liners. While Pratt & Whitney enthusiastically embraced the GTF 
model, Rolls-Royce developed advanced two and three-shaft tur-
bofans, known as the RB282 and RB285, respectively. Rolls-Royce 
believed these new designs could deliver the same efficiency as the 
GTF, obviating the requirement of a gearbox that might introduce 
needless complexity into the engine.

the Future. However, the looming threat of CFM Interna-
tional LEAP-ing ahead seems to have persuaded the two partners 
to bury their differences and cooperate more closely. Last Novem-
ber, they created a new joint venture to produce engines for future 
narrow-body jets based initially on the GTF concept. They have 
set their sights on the next-generation of 120- to 230-seat airlin-
ers that is expected to generate a worldwide demand for around 
20,000 planes and perhaps 45,000 engines over the next 20 years.

Besides the GTF, the new venture will collaborate on advanced 
geared engines, open rotor technology and other radical innova-
tions. Rolls-Royce has dropped its reservations about GTF technol-
ogy, while Pratt & Whitney is willing to see if open rotor engines 
do have a future, especially since gears will be essential to drive the 
intricate contra-rotating variable-pitch blades of the open rotor 
configuration. Since Pratt & Whitney leads the world in GTF tech-
nology and Rolls-Royce has vast experience in the use of geared 
systems, courtesy its large turboprop programmes, their collabora-
tion is likely to be fruitful. They know they must work in unison if 
they hope to take on industry giant CFM International in the high-
stakes narrow-body market. SP

(top) PurePower PW1500G has been chosen by 
Bombardier cSeries regional jets; (above) rolls-

royce trent XWB on the test bed.
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T
here is general mysTificaTion about 
the expression general aviation with formal itera-
tions and personal perceptions about its constitu-
ents varying. The Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) defines general aviation as “flights not con-
ducted by the military or the scheduled airlines”. 
The International Civil Aviation Organisation 

(ICAO) does not relate to military aviation, but within the domain 
of civil aviation, its wisdom is universally acceptable. Beginning 
1969, Annexes to the Convention on International Civil Aviation 
began making distinction between general aviation operations 
and those for commercial 
air transport. This trend was 
started by the Assembly for 
Annex 6, International Aero-
plane Operations, clearly de-
fining general aviation and 
commercial air transport. 
Numerous other ICAO docu-
ments have recorded similar 
distinctions designed to sep-
arate these two very different 
types of operation as follows: 
commercial air transport op-
eration is an aircraft opera-
tion involving the transport 
of passengers, cargo or mail 
for remuneration or hire 
while general aviation opera-
tion is an aircraft operation 
other than a commercial air 
transport operation or an 
aerial work operation. Inter-
national Aircraft Owners and 
Pilots Association (IAOPA) follow this framework. Incidentally, 
the European Joint Aviation Authority ( JAA) does not include 
aerial work in the definition of general aviation.

In the Indian context, Civil Aviation Requirement (CAR) Sec 8, 
Series ‘O’, Part III, issued by the Directorate General of Civil Aviation 
(DGCA), defines general aviation operation as, “An aircraft opera-
tion other than a commercial air transport operation or an aerial 
work operation.” This definition is a replica of the one by the ICAO 
and excludes non-scheduled operations from the ambit of general 
aviation. While on definitional aspects, business aviation is the use 
of any general aviation aircraft for business purpose. As such, busi-
ness aviation is a part of general aviation that focuses on the use 
of airplanes and helicopters for business-related travel. However, 

in the Indian context, the distinction between business use and 
non-scheduled operations has become diffused over time. This is 
due to the tax structure which is weighed heavily against private 
use of aircraft. Consequently, many business houses have obtained 
non-scheduled operator permit (NSOP) to avoid paying much 
higher rates of duty for import of aircraft for private or business 
use. Moreover, while the DGCA definition excludes non-scheduled 
operations from general aviation, many other organisations includ-
ing airport operators, regard them as part of general aviation. Take 
the case of ‘general aviation terminals’ whose major use is by non-
scheduled operators at the airports. In usage thus, non-scheduled 

operations tend to get includ-
ed within general aviation, 
while at times business avia-
tion is portrayed as being out-
side general aviation. There is 
further confusion inasmuch 
as most of the members of the 
Business Aircraft Operators’ 
Association (BAOA) are actu-
ally non-scheduled operators. 
For the purposes of this ar-
ticle, general aviation includes 
business aviation as well as 
non-scheduled operations.

regulaTory frame-
work. To begin with, the 
regulatory framework for gen-
eral aviation in India is in need 
of a fresh look. In a report pre-
pared by CAPA last year, Kapil 
Kaul, CEO India and Middle 
East, stated, “After almost 

eight years of continuous monitoring of the Indian aviation sector, 
it became apparent that despite the fact that the general aviation 
fleet is already significant in size, with 680 aircraft, little is known 
about it. Our initial enquiries found that fleet and traffic data was 
limited and unreliable. Only a handful of operators reported finan-
cials and grey areas abounded. The fact that the sector is highly 
fragmented, unstructured and under-funded, means that it has re-
mained under the radar.”

A majority of the regulations in place are modifications of 
regulations originally designed for scheduled operations. More-
over, many of these are bureaucratic to the point of becoming 
obstructive in nature. There is no civil aircraft worth the name 
being produced in India and hence general aviation aircraft need 

The BAOA is trying valiantly to change the attitude of the establishment towards  
civil aviation in general and business aviation in particular. However, it has a long way  

to go in convincing the government that civil aviation can contribute substantially  
to the economic prosperity of the nation.
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to be imported. The importer’s travails commence with his appli-
cation for import which is made, in the first instance, to the Air-
craft Acquisition Committee (AAC) of the Ministry of Civil Avia-
tion (MoCA). That committee is scheduled to meet once a month 
and so, if one misses one meeting, a month's wait lies ahead of 
one before one's application is considered by the committee. Oc-
casionally, meetings get postponed/cancelled with resultant de-
lays in import permissions. As an illustration, the committee has 
met only twice in the last four months (no meetings could take 
place in January and March). Applications for import are there-
fore not taken up for expeditious clearance usually taking up to 
nine months for the initial paperwork to be completed.

There is also the regulatory insistence that aircraft ownership 
and management/operational aspects are linked. This is one of 
the major reasons why fractional ownership did not take off in 
India. Aircraft operations involve huge costs and the numbers 
owned by individual entities are small. As per the DGCA website, 
a total of 136 non-scheduled operators have 400 aircraft while 244 
aircraft are privately owned by 174 companies/individuals. In all, 
310 owners operate a total of 644 aircraft, the average working out 
to two per company/individual. It would make economic sense 
to pool resources where possible so as to maximise utilisation 
and ensure long-term financial viability. However, each owner, 
including a single aircraft owner, is required to establish an inde-
pendent full-fledged operations department to meet regulatory 
requirements. The situation is impossible, everybody recognises 
the danger therein, and circumventions rule the roost. Aircraft 
management companies exist all over the world and are accept-
able to most national aviation regulators. BAOA has taken up a 
case with MoCA urging it to allow import of aircraft by compa-
nies/individuals in their own name and then leasing it to a non-
scheduled operator who is much better equipped, manned and 
professionally competent to safely operate that aircraft.

a counTer-producTive move. In the period 2005 to 
2006, the civil aviation industry in India was exhibiting signs of 
healthy growth. There was a surging interest in importing busi-
ness aircraft and entrepreneurs were waking up to the immense 
potential of the industry. However, in 2007, the government im-
posed a hefty 25 per cent duty on aircraft for business use, thus 
effectively putting air brakes on the whole sector which is yet to 
recover from the devastating blow. Subsequently, a smaller duty 
was also imposed on aircraft imported for non-scheduled opera-
tions. Unfortunately, the revenue generated has not been chan-
nelled towards facilitating aviation.

inadequaTe infrasTrucTure. Aviation infrastruc-
ture is still lagging behind the needs of the industry. As a result, 
wherever there is a contest for scarce resources, general aviation 
loses out to scheduled operations. Mumbai, the commercial capi-
tal of India, is potentially the largest business aviation market in 
the country. However, the existing infrastructure at Mumbai is 
barely adequate for scheduled traffic and hence general aviation 

is subjected to peak-hour curfew. Even when general aviation air-
craft is permitted to land, parking space is at a premium. Accord-
ing to one estimate, the number of aircraft that slumber overnight 
at Mumbai is around three times of what the airport can safely 
and comfortably accommodate. There does not appear to be a so-
lution in sight in the short term. The new airport at Navi Mumbai 
will hopefully bring respite for general aviation. The restrictions 
and congestion at Mumbai alone are expected to render a stunt-
ing effect on the growth of business and general aviation in India.

As for other airports not visited by scheduled operators, 
watch hours are constrictive and the costs of seeking extension 
of watch hours are prohibitive and painful to general aviation op-
erators. At small airports, shortage of staff and equipment pose 
safety hazards and the DGCA does not have the manpower for 
adequate surveillance at all these airports. Ground handling for 
general aviation at most airports is exorbitantly expensive due 
to monopolistic/oligopolistic dispensations permitting handlers 
to run dictatorial regimes—“take it or leave it”. Self-handling, the 
cheapest and most efficient method, is being slowly squeezed out. 
General aviation operators are, of course, constantly complaining 
because while they would like to have competitive market with 
more than one option to choose from, airport operators deliber-
ately select the most expensive service provider so as to maximise 
their royalty which is a percentage of the handlers’ revenue.

general aviaTion and economic growTh. In a 
recent move, the Ministry of Finance has proposed that operations 
of foreign registered aircraft in India be restricted to two months. 
This was done because some companies were allegedly misus-
ing the erstwhile provision of six months to avoid import duty in 
India. The BAOA has been quick to point out to the MoCA that 
this is in contravention of the ICAO Convention on Civil Aviation 
which prescribes six months as the applicable period. Moreover, 
many Indian entities have foreign registered companies which 
own aircraft with foreign registrations that may be required to fly 
extensively in India on business. However, the latest move by the 
government is another manifestation of the disposition towards 
general aviation. As Kapil Kaul has stated, “What we found was 
a paradoxical situation of a sector which exhibits huge growth 
potential and yet has virtually no dedicated policy or regulatory 
framework nor infrastructure to support it. Besides the opera-
tional challenges, there are significant implications for safety and 
security. However, with a clear vision of the potential for general 
aviation in India and a commitment by the industry and govern-
ment, the sector could emerge as an exciting driver of economic 
development and one which establishes a leadership position in 
the Asia-Pacific region.” The BAOA is trying valiantly to change the 
attitude of the establishment towards civil aviation in general and 
business aviation in particular. However, it has a long way to go 
in convincing the government that civil aviation can contribute 
substantially to the economic prosperity of the nation. SP

The disTincTion beTween 
business use and non-
scheduled operaTions has 
become diffused over Time

wiTh a clear vision of The 
poTenTial for general aviaTion 
in india, The secTor could 
emerge as an exciTing driver of 
economic developmenT
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V.P. Agrawal, Chairman, Airport Authority 
of India (AAI) says that factors responsible 
for financial problems of airlines are 
fuel price, airfare, capacity and route 
rationalisation. In the second instalment 
of the interview with SP’s AirBuz, the 
AAI Chairman lays out the plans and 
progress of various infrastructure projects 
undertaken by AAI.

‘AAI Is AlwAys 
there to 
provIde the 
servICes 
requIred 
for busIness 
And generAl 
AvIAtIon’

SP’s AirBuz (SP’s): The existing Mumbai airport is expected 
to reach saturation very soon and the situation may be-
come unmanageable if a new airport is not made available 
on time. What is the current status of the Greenfield air-
port project at Navi Mumbai?  
V.P. Agrawal (Agrawal): Government of India has granted 
in-principle approval to the Government of Maharashtra for 
a Greenfield airport at Navi Mumbai. In turn, Government of 
Maharashtra has already appointed City and Industrial Devel-
opment Corporation of Maharashtra Limited, to see that this 
project is taken to its logical end. Associated spade work such as 
land development by cutting on hills and filling, shifting of EHBT 
lines, water supply, power, etc, have since commenced in right 
earnest and are in progress. Environment and coastal zone clear-
ances have been obtained. Detailed Project Report (DPR) and 
other bid documents are also being prepared by the promoters.

SP’s: While the revenue of the Airport authority of India 
(AAI) from Delhi International Airport Limited (DIAL) 
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and Mumbai International Airport Limited (MIAL) alone 
has doubled in the last five years, most of the private 
airlines in India are in serious financial difficulty with 
even their survival in doubt. Has the AAI considered pro-
viding some respite to operators from high airport and 
other charges?
Agrawal: I could not agree with you more on the financial 
health of Indian carriers but I am afraid I cannot endorse your 
suggestion of respite by AAI. Permit me to dispel the perception 
that the charges levied by AAI are in any way contributing to the 
financial state of the airlines. Factors responsible for financial 
problems of airlines are fuel price, airfare, capacity and route 
rationalisation. Erratic behaviour of the rupee vis-à-vis the US 
dollar in the last six months has compounded the problem for 
airlines. The first three factors—fuel price, fares and capacity 
work in tandem but the rupee factor has now given an entirely 
new dimension to the problem. As is known, aviation turbine 
fuel (ATF) now accounts for nearly 50 per cent of the operating 
cost of Indian carriers for domestic operations. In the last one 

year, the rupee has depreciated more than 16 per cent against 
the US dollar. As airline business is largely dollar denominated 
in terms of aircraft purchase or lease and consumables, for every 
dollar spent, the airlines will have to earn more rupees in India 
where earnings are shrinking because of fares being below cost, 
over capacity, and rising fuel prices.

SP’s: What are the plans for and progress if any in the devel-
opment of infrastructure for business and general aviation 
as also for operation of helicopters? 
Agrawal: There are no separate infrastructure development 
plans for business or general aviation, as they operate out of the 
same airports. As regards helicopters, it is the prerogative of the 
Director General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) to regulate their opera-
tions. AAI is always there to provide the services required for 
types of operations.  SP

Part 1 of this interview was published in SP’s Airbuz, April-May 2012 issue. 
It can also be read on www.spsairbuz.net

revenue of the aaI from Delhi International airport 
Limited (in the pic) and Mumbai International airport 
Limited alone has doubled in the last five years
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D
rawing inspiration from the re-
sponse by the Indian civil aviation industry during 
India Aviation 2008 and 2010, the Indian Ministry 
of Civil Aviation (MoCA) jointly with the Federa-
tion of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Indus-
try (FICCI), organised the third edition of India 
Aviation 2012 from March 14 to 18, 2012, at Be-

gumpet Airport, Hyderabad. The five-day-long event, supported by 
the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA), Airports Author-
ity of India (AAI), Air India and Pawan Hans Ltd, was an interna-
tional exhibition and conference on civil aviation. It consisted of an 
indoor exhibition spread over 6,000 square metres, static display of 
22 aircraft, a mix of fixed and rotary wing machines, a day-long con-
ference on civil aviation, a CEO Forum, business meetings and me-
dia briefings. The UK, France, US, Russia, Belgium, New Zealand, 
Canada and several other countries and leading business and com-
mercial aircraft manufacturers set up pavilions at the show. India 
Aviation 2012 served as a platform for new deals and joint ventures 
between Indian and foreign companies.

inauguration Ceremony. India Aviation 2012 was pre-
sided over by the Minister of Civil Aviation, Ajit Singh. Accompa-
nying him on the dais were N. Kiran Kumar Reddy, the Chief Min-
ister of Andhra Pradesh as the Chief Guest; Jaipal Reddy, Union 

Minister for Petroleum and Natural Gas; Peter Burleigh, Chargé 
d’Affaires, Embassy of the United States to India; Elisabeth Dallo, 
Head-International Cooperation, DGAC France and R.V. Kanoria, 
President, FICCI. The welcome address was delivered by Dinesh 
Keskar, Chairman of FICCI Civil Aviation Committee and Presi-
dent, Boeing India.

In his opening remarks, Dinesh Keskar stated that the third 
edition of India Aviation was being organised jointly by MoCA and 
FICCI with UK as the ‘partner country’, France as the ‘focus country’ 
and US as the ‘guest country’. Stating that the Indian civil aviation 
industry was amongst the top ten in the world, he added that it of-
fered immense investment opportunities and went on to say that 
India Aviation was the largest civil aviation air show in the region 
and that this year, the strength of companies participating was 200, 
up from the previous edition two years ago by 20 per cent.

Peter Burleigh, the American Chargé d’Affaires to India, ex-
pressed optimism about the future of the civil aviation industry 
in India and said that his country was prepared to assist India 
meet the emerging challenges in this sector. In his address, the 
Union Minister for Petroleum and Natural Gas, Jaipal Reddy said 
that the future for the civil aviation industry in India was bright 
and that the government would do everything to help this sector. 
He hoped that India would soon be among the top five nations 
of the world in the regime of civil aviation. Chief Guest N. Kiran 

at the show:  
Aircraft on display at India Aviation 
2012 in hyderabad

The five-day event, supported by DGCA, AAI, Air India and Pawan Hans Ltd, 
India Aviation 2012, served as a platform for new deals and  

joint ventures between Indian and foreign companies

Firming up AlliAnces

by B.K. Pandey
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Kumar Reddy pointed out that over a period of time, there have 
been profound changes driven by new technologies and today, 
thanks to the growth of the civil aviation industry and the prevail-
ing competitive environment, air travel is now within the reach of 
the common man. Elisabeth Dallo, Head of International Coop-
eration, DGAC France, in her message said that she was willing to 
renew the commitment of France to join hands with India to spur 
the growth of the Indian civil aviation industry.

Delivering his address, the Minister of Civil Aviation, Ajit Singh 
stated that 2011 had been a bad year due to global economic tur-
moil. However, the year, which was also the centenary of civil avia-
tion, has passed and India needed to look ahead. The Minister 
stated that the centre of gravity of the global civil aviation industry 
appeared to be shifting to the Asia-Pacific region. He also stated that 
a number of policy changes which would help the Indian civil avia-
tion industry to grow were under consideration by the government. 
The Air Cargo Promotion Policy was under formulation to provide 
the much-needed impetus under consideration by the government 
to the air cargo sector. The AAI was gearing up to meet the new 
challenges of air traffic management, air navigation and airport in-
frastructure. The GPS aided geo augmented navigation (GAGAN) 
project, undertaken by AAI in collaboration with ISRO, is expected 
to be completed soon. Steps were also under way to reform the regu-
latory framework. Dr Nasim Zaidi, Secretary, Ministry of Civil Avia-
tion, delivered the vote of thanks. At the end, the Minister of Civil 
Aviation formally declared open India Aviation 2012, digitally!

the partiCipants. Aimed at showcasing and sharing 
growth opportunities in the Indian civil aviation industry, the un-
derlying theme of India Aviation this year was “India: The Emerg-
ing Aviation Hub”. However, somewhat ironically, the event was 
held at a time when the civil aviation industry in India, burdened 
with a variety of problems, is struggling to remain afloat. Most 
of the Indian carriers have been reeling under heavy cumula-
tive losses and some overwhelmed by their interminable woes, 
are even teetering on the verge of collapse. The national budget 
presented in the Parliament halfway through the show has also 
not provided any significant relief to the civil aviation industry 
as a whole. In fact, the proposal to permit investment of up to 49 
per cent into Indian carriers by foreign air-
lines has been indicated in the budget to be 
“under active consideration” by the govern-
ment, whatever that means.

The show, however, had a pronounced bias in favour of busi-
ness aviation with as many as 16 business jets and four helicopters 
on static and flying display. There were only three airliners on the 
tarmac, all new offerings by the different original equipment man-
ufacturers (OEM). Among the exhibitors were the leading business 
and commercial aircraft manufactures including Airbus, ATR, 
Boeing, Bombardier, Dassault, Embraer, EADS, GE Aviation, Gulf-
stream, Hawker Beechcraft, Jet Airways, Piaggio Aero Industries, 
Rolls-Royce and UAC-Sukhoi. The Russian aerospace major Irkut 
made its maiden appearance in India at the India Aviation 2012. 
Major helicopter OEMs such as AugustaWestland, Bell of Textron 
group, Eurocopter-EADS and UTC Sikorsky were also present.

ConferenCe on Civil aviation. At the conference on 
civil aviation held at the venue on March 15, Dr Nasim Zaidi, Secre-
tary, Ministry of Civil Aviation, emphasised that the unprecedented 
growth in air traffic presented formidable challenges that would 
call for massive investment in infrastructure, development of skills 
and technological innovation to make the sector more efficient.

Maneesh Jaikrishna, Country Director, India and Subconti-
nent SITA, stated, “India is poised to emerge as the world's third 
largest aviation market by 2020 and that the growing demand of 
the industry can only be addressed through innovation. This level 
of growth is inevitably accompanied by significant challenges and 
innovation will play an important part in addressing these to sup-
port the growing demands of India's aviation industry. Sita has 
been a catalyst for innovation in the Indian air transport commu-
nity for over 60 years. We have been instrumental in bringing new 
technology to India and today, we are involved in all aspects of air 
transport in the country. We are once again proud to be working 
with the Centre for Asia Pacific Aviation (CAPA) to produce this 

valuable report on the state of the industry. 
As the world’s leading specialist in air trans-
port communications and IT solutions, we 
look forward to continuing to work with the show stoppers:  

Air india's Boeing Dreamliner (left) 
and Dassault Falcon 7X

the show haD a pronounCeD 
bias in favour of business 
aviation with 16 business jets 
anD four heliCopters on Display
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Indian aviation community and the govern-
ment to drive innovation during this excit-
ing period of transformation and change.”

Addressing the conference, Tony Tyler, 
Director General and Chief Executive of International Air Trans-
port Association (IATA), said that there were serious problems be-
ing faced by the Indian aviation sector. The need to address the 
problems was urgent and as the situation was beyond the control 
of the airlines, solutions had to come from the government. As per 
Tyler, the agenda to rebuild competitiveness in Indian aviation 
rested on four pillars; taxes, infrastructure, costs and investment 
policies. He called for evolving a four-pillar strategy for reinvigorat-
ing the airline industry and assured support for developing such a 
policy. However, such a strategy cannot be formulated in isolation 
by the Ministry of Civil Aviation but would need the support of 
the Ministries of Tourism, Finance, Environment and Petroleum 
as also the Competition Commission. On the decision by the gov-
ernment to allow foreign airlines to invest in Indian carriers, he 
said this was not a panacea. “Without addressing the other three 
pillars, costs, taxes and infrastructure, 49 per cent FDI may only 
be a theoretical exercise because under current conditions, the 
odds are stacked against any investor making a positive return on 
investment in the Indian aviation sector. No one is likely to come 
forward unless they see themselves making a profit,” Tyler said.

the airline inDustry. The high point of the event was the 
arrival of the Boeing 787 Dreamliner showcased in Air India livery 
for the first time in India. According to Boeing, India is one of the 
fastest growing commercial aviation markets in the world, grow-
ing at a rate of eight per cent. Prospects for business in the Indian 
market, therefore, were bright. As per estimates by the company, 
over the next two decades, India will need 1,320 commercial air-
craft valued at $150 billion (`8,25,000 crore). Boeing is setting up 
a maintenance, research and overhaul (MRO) facility in Nagpur to 
be commissioned by the year end. Airbus, that had its corporate jet 
on static display, has assessed the demand for commercial aircraft 
in the Indian market over the next two decades at 1,043 passenger 
and cargo airliners valued at $145 billion (`7,97,500 crore). On the 
opening day of the show, Airbus signed an agreement with CAE to 
set up a second pilot and maintenance crew training centre. This 
facility to be located in Noida, National Capital Region (NCR), is 
expected to be operational by 2013 and will train 5,000 pilots and 
maintenance crew annually.

The two other airliners on display were 
the Bombardier Q400 regional turboprop air-
craft, the latest to join SpiceJet and the Sukhoi 
SuperJet 100 regional jet from United Aircraft 

Corporation of Russia sporting engines from PowerJet. The Q400 is 
expected to compete with the ATR that currently has a dominant 
presence in the Indian skies. The Russian aviation company, Irkut, 
had on display a life-size mock-up of the cockpit and cabin of its MC-
21 airliner for the first time in India. The company claims to have 
already bagged orders for 235 of the 180-seat airliner that is in an ad-
vanced stage of development and is expected to be certified by 2017.

business jets at the show. From the aircraft on 
static display, it was evident that India Aviation 2012 was clearly 
a business aviation-oriented show. In response to the growing de-
mand for the dynamic business aircraft market in the Asia-Pacific 
region, the leading manufacturers of business jets were present to 
showcase their latest machines. Bombardier Aerospace had on 
display their industry-leading aircraft, the Learjet 60 XR, Chal-
lenger 300 and Global 5000 business jets. Bombardier also show-
cased its customer services and integrated after-market portfolio.

Dassault Aviation had on static display the latest large-cabin, 
long-range business jet, the Falcon 7X. Described as “a quantum 
leap into the future” or “the embodiment of passion and perfor-
mance, born of desire to transcend today’s capabilities”, the three-
engine business jet undertook a 45-minute flight on the opening 
day for the media. With elegantly designed and plush interiors, a 
modern cockpit with avionics from Honeywell, the Falcon 7X pro-
vides the most satisfying experience for both the passengers and 
the crew alike. Falcon aircraft are also more economical to oper-
ate and more environment-friendly than other large cabin aircraft. 

the business jet market 
potential over the next DeCaDe 
in the asia-paCifiC region is 
estimateD to be arounD 1,363 
to 1,690 airCraft worth $40 
billion to $48 billion

a business show:  
embraer phenom 300 (left) and 

hawker Beechcraft C90 GtX
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Their aerodynamically efficient design, low-
er weight and fuel-efficient engines from 
Pratt & Whitney that provide lower fuel 
burn and lower emissions of NOx than oth-
er airplanes in their class, make the aircraft highly cost-effective 
to operate. With a total of 20 Falcons currently operating in India, 
Dassault commands a respectable share of the Indian market for 
executive jets and continues to consolidate its position with the 
growing demand from Indian companies and private owners.

As per Jose Eduardo Costos, Vice President, Embraer, the busi-
ness jet market potential over the next decade in the Asia-Pacific 
region is estimated to be around 1,363 to 1,690 aircraft worth $40-
48 billion. The demand for South Asia alone is estimated to be 390 
to 485 business jets valued at $10-12 billion. Most of these, as per 
Costas, would be for the Indian market where there are only 14 
Embraer executive jets flying. The company perceives India as the 
second largest market for its business jets after China and plans to 
expand its presence here to become a major player by 2015. Apart 
from the Phenom 100 and 300 models, Embraer had on display the 
latest large-sized Legacy 650 executive jet that is equipped with 
avionics from Honeywell and has received type certification from 
the Indian Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA). “The Leg-
acy 650 at Hyderabad is on the first leg of its worldwide demonstra-
tion tour and is the sixth Embraer executive jet to achieve Indian 
certification,” said Costas. Embraer has signed a memorandum of 
understanding (MoU) with Air Works India Engineering Pvt. Ltd 
to provide product support for all of its executive jets operating in 
India. The Bangalore-based facility of Air Works will be the third 
after Singapore and Australia. Hawker-Beechcraft had on display 
the Hawker 4000, Hawker 900XP and the King Air C90 GTX.

rotary wing presenCe. Eyeing the emerging oppor-
tunities especially in the emerging helicopter emergency medical 
service (HEMS) segment, the four manufacturers of rotary wing 
aircraft, Bell Helicopter, Eurocopter, AgustaWestland, and Sikor-
sky were present to showcase their products. Bell brought the 
429, the world’s newest and most advanced light-twin helicopter 
to India at India Aviation 2010. The state-of-the-art cockpit of the 
Bell 429, spacious cabin and powerful flight performance coupled 
with the latest safety standards and an unmatched maintenance 
programme makes it perfect for any mission application. Bell 
Helicopter concluded a deal with an unnamed customer for its 
429. As per Sameer Rehman, Managing Director, Bell Helicopter, 

there are three 429 helicopters operating in 
India. The company is planning to enhance 
the number as they are perfectly suitable 
for HEMS in Indian conditions. Eurocop-

ter, the leader in the Indian market, also concluded deals for a 
six-seat EC135 and a nine-seat EC155. Both these are twin-engine 
machines well-suited for corporate aviation.

On March 14, at the Rajiv Gandhi International Airport, Hyder-
abad, on the sidelines of the show was a ground-breaking ceremo-
ny that marked the commencement of the construction of a new 
helicopter production facility of Indian Rotorcraft. Present at the 
ceremony were Ratan Tata, Chairman, Tata Sons, Bruno Spagno-
lini, CEO, AgustaWestland, and other dignitaries. Indian Rotorcraft 
is a joint venture company under Finmeccanica formed by Tata 
Sons and AgustaWestland. The company will assemble helicopters 
for the global market beginning with the eight-seat AW119Ke light 
helicopter. Production is to commence by the middle of next year.

While Sikorsky is involved largely in the military sector, the 
company was looking for opportunities to enter the Indian civil 
aviation market through the foreign direct investment (FDI) route. 
With a joint venture already with the Tata Group for civil helicop-
ter production since 2010, Sikorsky has commenced production of 
cabins for the Sikorsky S-92 helicopters in India for civil and VIP 
versions. Since the beginning of the venture two years ago, seven 
cabins from the facility in Hyderabad have been supplied.

Stephen B. Estill, Vice President, Strategic Partnerships for 
Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation, disclosed, “The first machine with 
the ‘Made in India” cabin will be delivered to a customer in the 
near future.” Sikorsky plans to ramp up annual production rate of 
up to 36 by 2013 to meet the demands of the global market.

ConDuCt of the show. The third edition of India Aviation 
did reflect a degree of maturity. The three exhibition halls were ele-
gantly laid out and the organisers had taken care to ensure that busi-
ness days were not swamped with casual visitors facilitating trade 
related interaction. However, while the overall impact of the show 
was a shade better than in 2010, mid-March with soaring tempera-
tures in Hyderabad, is not the right time of the year for an essentially 
outdoor event. It may be prudent to restrict the number of invitees 
at the inaugural ceremony to conform to the capacity of the venue. 
Also, the air conditioning system in the exhibition hall could be less 
noisy and the signages could have been more prominent. Overall an 
enjoyable show and a professionally rewarding event! SP

high end jets:  
embraer Legacy 650 (left) and 

Bombardier Learjet 60 XR
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P
ercePtions of the term ‘regional avia-
tion’ vary across the aviation world. Geographies, 
demographics and advances in civil aviation with-
in individual nations influence their definitions 
of the term. However, for the sake of some com-
mon ground for discussion, let us situate regional 
aviation at the lowest rung of the hierarchy. At the 

highest level of stratification would be located ‘international’ or 
‘major’ airlines with aircraft of the largest size. These are usually 
wide-bodied; have more than one aisle; are sometimes equipped 
with an upper deck; and are generally deployed for trans-conti-
nental operations. The next rung is ‘domestic’ or ‘national’ airlines 
with single or twin-aisle aircraft with reach across their parent 
nation and possibly to neighbouring ones. Regional airlines occu-
py the lowest rung and serve to connect small towns and airports 
to a nearby hub, often feeding a major or a national airline and are 
thus frequently referred to as ‘feeder airlines’. Typically, a regional 
airliner would be equipped with 100 seats or less.

In the US, an airline’s ranking is determined by its annual 
revenue. Major airlines are those with revenues of more than $1 
billion (`5,500 crore). National carriers are those that rake in be-
tween $100 million (`550 crore) and $1 billion. Regional airlines 
occupy the space with revenues below $100 million annually. The 
US regional airlines are further divided into three categories; large 
regionals, which are scheduled carriers with $20 million (`110 
crore) to $100 million in annual revenue and operate aircraft that 
can accommodate more than 60 passengers; medium regionals 
are those that operate on a smaller scale with revenues of under 
$20 million  and often use only small aircraft. The third category, 
small regionals does not have a set revenue definition, but is usu-

ally referred to as ‘commuter airlines’ operating small aircraft with 
fewer than 61 seats.

It should be clear from the preceding that tiny nations would 
probably have no need for regional airlines. A regional airliner or 
a feeder liner is a small airliner designed to fly up to 100 passen-
gers on short-haul flights, usually feeding hubs from where larger 
carriers operate. This class of aircraft is typically flown by the re-
gional airlines that are either contracted by or are subsidiaries of 
the larger airlines. Feeder liner, commuter and local service are all 
alternative terms for the same class of flight operations.

evolution of regional aircraft. Regional aviation 
evolved at two concurrent levels. Technological advances steadily 
served to increase aircraft range and seating capacity thus per-
mitting carriage of ever larger number of passengers over longer 
distances. In the early days of aviation, almost every aircraft had 
a relatively short range and so, juxtaposed with today’s scenario, 
every airline was regional in nature. Thus a journey beyond the 
normal range of an aircraft necessitated flights with multiple legs. 
With the introduction of longer range aircraft, airplanes with lim-
ited range were relegated to the regional category and served to 
feed the newer and longer range airliners flying to airline hubs. 
On another level, demographical evolution of nations meant 
development of new cities and increasing disposable incomes; 
hence the need for short-range flights from metros to and among 
smaller cities. The growth of regional aviation spurred the devel-
opment of airport infrastructure in smaller cities. However, as use 
of aircraft designed for long-range for regional flights meant sub-
optimum utilisation, to economise operations on shorter routes, 
airlines were generally unwilling to spend large amounts of mon-

Civil aviation worldwide is driven by local or regional dynamics. Since World War II, 
regional aviation within nations’ aerospace boundaries has evolved in consonance  

with a nation’s regulatory and industrial progress.

The GrowTh STory

by A.K. SAchdev

The Embraer ErJ145 is a 
successful competitor to the CrJ

The CrJ was so successful that 
there were many attempts to 

mimic its triumph
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ey on new aircraft and frequently used second-hand aircraft. Af-
ter World War II, the Douglas DC3 served this role admirably, al-
though even the De Havilland Dragon Rapide remained in service 
for some time. The use of ‘second-hand’ aircraft continued with 
designs like the Convair440, Douglas DC6 and Vickers Viscount 
also serving in this role even while the first jets were introduced.

By the mid-1950s, the demand for economical designs for short 
hauls led to the production of the first customised regional aircraft 
types such as Avro HS748, Fokker F27 and Handley Page Dart Her-
ald. These aircraft were generally turboprops, a design which offered 
fuel economy on par with piston engine but with far lower mainte-
nance costs. The average time between engine overhauls for turbo-
props was five times that of equivalent piston engines. These early 
designs were extremely successful and for many years, there was no 
motivation to develop better designs for regional operations except 
catering to niche requirements. For example, the Handley Page Jet-
stream, which first flew in 1968, was intended to carry a small num-
ber of passengers at high speed and replaced smaller designs like the 
Beechcraft Queen Air. The Fairchild/Swearingen Metro, developed 
from the Queen Air fulfilled a similar requirement. By the 1970s, the 
first generation of regional airliners were reaching the end of their 
useful life while there had been hardly any efforts towards produc-
ing new designs for the regional market. Shorts produced 30-seat 
designs, the Shorts 330 and 360, with instant success. Other addi-
tions to the regional airline industry came from De Havilland Can-
ada such as the Dash7 delivered in 1978. But this was tailored more 
to the short-range and short take-off and landing role rather than as 
a regional airliner. Demand from the airlines was fairly consistent 
about the need for an aircraft optimised for inexpensive regional 
performance and De Havilland responded with the twin-engine 
Dash8 in 1984 which had economic benefits over the earlier gen-
eration machines, was faster and quieter as well. By the early 1990s, 
the Dash8 had carved out a successful career and had prompted 
the development of a number of comparable designs such as the 
ATR 42/72, Saab 340, Embraer Brasilia and Fokker F50. The highly 

competitive market conditions pushed many old regional designs of 
the 1950s and 1960s into oblivion. Saab was forced to exit from the 
civil aviation market while Daimler-Benz Aerospace moved away 
from Dornier. British Aerospace ended production of their BAe Jet-
stream41 after 100 aircraft had been delivered. In the early years of 
this century, only a few turboprops remained steadfast in the region-
al market, ATR being the foremost.

slow Down. One major cause for the slowdown of the turbo-
prop market was the induction of the first regional jets. Small jets 
like the Sud Aviation Caravelle, Fokker F28 and Yak40 had indeed 
entered service in the 1950s and 1960s, but they could not match 
the operating economy of turboprops and were more appropriate 
for comparatively longer routes with fewer  passengers as opposed 
to short routes where fuel economy was vital. With advances in jet 
engine technology, this difference continued to narrow, until the 
higher utilisation factors afforded by higher cruising speeds, neu-
tralised the advantage of lower operating costs. The BAe146 was an 
excellent illustration of a short-range regional jet. Its low noise and 
high takeoff performance catered to the specific requirement of fly-
ing from one city to another on not-too-long hauls. However, its 
four engines meant higher maintenance costs as against twin-en-
gine designs. Faced with a similar problem, the four-engine Dash7 
had been replaced by a twin-engine version, the Dash8. However, 
no such substitute came up for the BAE146 which slowly faded 
away. The resultant vacuum was filled by Bombardier's twin-engine 
Canadair Regional Jet (CRJ), which was a resounding success. Its 
range was adequate to even step up into space previously served by 
aircraft such as the Boeing 737 and DC9 which were much larger. 
Though not as economical to operate as turboprops, these jets had 
the advantage of directly connecting smaller airports. Moreover, 
while turboprops are quiet to someone outside, they are noisy in-
side due to propeller downwash over the airframe. The clinching 
factor in favour of regional jets is, of course, the very fact that they 
are ‘jets’ and thus more alluring to passengers.

The CRJ was so successful that there were many attempts to 
mimic its triumph. Fairchild produced the Fairchild Dornier 328JET 
to compete with the CRJ. As the company went bankrupt soon af-
terwards, the 328JET did not enter the market in significant num-
bers. Bankruptcy also ended development of the more competitive 
Fairchild-Dornier 728, which had evoked strong airline interest. 
The Embraer ERJ145 is a successful competitor to the CRJ today. 
Between the two types, they virtually nudged the BAe146 out of the 
market and were partly responsible for the collapse of Fokker, whose 
Fokker100 found tough competition from Boeing 737 and Airbus 
A319 as slightly heavier aircraft and the CRJs and ERJs on the lighter 
side. The Antonov An148 entered service in 2009; while Sukhoi in 
collaboration with Ilyushin and Boeing, has produced in 2011 the 
Sukhoi Superjet 100, a 60- to 95-seat jet. However, the two types are 
subject to a wait and watch response from the regional market.

the future. Civil aviation worldwide is driven by local or 
regional dynamics.  Since World War II, regional aviation within 
nations’ aerospace boundaries has evolved in consonance with a 
nation’s regulatory and industrial progress. At the moment, no sur-
prises seem likely by way of ‘revolutionary’ designs for regional avia-
tion. However, it is possible that a sensational breakthrough in verti-
cal and short take-off and landing (VSTOL) technology may pioneer 
a new avatar of regional aircraft by connecting small towns with 
miniature airstrips. If that breakthrough renders VSTOL operations 
competitive, regional aviation may metamorphose significantly.  SP
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Training AircrAft

Single-engine  
unpressurised archer LX

From jagged trainers to high-performance turboprops, Florida-based Piper Aircraft, Inc. 
is giving wings to all—newbie pilots, adventure-seekers and business travellers

Rugged & LegendaRy

by Sucheta DaS Mohapatra

Training AircrAft
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A
ccording to the report of the Work-
ing Group on Civil Aviation for formulation of 
the Twelfth Five Year Plan, India currently has 
over 4,500 pilots, including 400 expatriates. With 
the doubling of fleet size expected by 2017, India 
will require a total of around 9,000 pilots by 2017. 
Currently, in India, 23 out of 40 institutes for pi-

lot training are non-operational. The remaining 17 institutes offer 
training facilities for commercial pilots with an annual turnover 
of over 100 pilots. There is an acute shortage of trained type-rated 
pilots/commanders in the country. While the report states that 
there is a need to increase the number of pilot training academies 
and also the capacity of existing academies, the prerequisite for 
good trainer aircraft is nonetheless apparent. Original equipment 
manufacturers (OEMs) like Piper are trying to fill this gap. 

From rugged, reliable trainers to high-performance turbo-
props, Florida-based Piper Aircraft, Inc. is giving wings to all—
newbie pilots, adventure-seekers and business travellers. Y.N. 
Sharma, Chief Operating Officer, Chimes Aviation Academy 
states, “Flying a Piper aircraft is like driving a Maruti 800—com-
fortable, safe, and reliable. A trainer aircraft should be easy to fly, 
give beginners adequate exposure, should not be maintenance 
prone; and the Piper Seneca flown by Chimes has proven that all.”

Early this year, Piper has delivered three new Piper Merid-
ian turboprops in France and a Piper Mirage pressurised single 
in Switzerland. Additionally, the company has five more M-Class 
single-engine aircraft set for delivery to retail customers in Eu-
rope this year. According to Piper officials, the company’s global 
market share is growing. Piper has experienced an increase in 
sales outside the United States with more than 50 per cent of 
products being exported. Though its strongest market outside 
the US has been Brazil; the company is beginning to experience 
growth throughout the Pacific Rim and anticipating that the Bra-
zil, Russia, India and China (BRIC) nations will play an increas-
ingly significant role in future aircraft sales of the company.

“Piper’s recent growth is a result of the company’s aggressive 
globalisation programme. The company is expanding its dealer 
network around the world to develop greater relationships with 
a wider customer base. Our recent moves in the Indian aircraft 
market reflect this initiative,” corroborates Piper Aircraft’s Asia 
Pacific Director Sales Dana Cox.  

At India Aviation 2012 in Hyderabad, the company declared 
the Aircraft Search and Aviation Professionals (ASAP) as its deal-
er in India. The aircraft sales vertical of ASAP is thereby being 

known as Piper India, which also has a strategic alliance with 
Saraya Aviation Pvt. Ltd, for maintenance and servicing of Piper 
aircraft in the country. 

Piper Aircraft have been flying in India since the 1940s. Many 
flying schools operate Piper airplanes; and the age-old Piper Cub 
and the Cherokee can still be found at numerous flying schools 
across the country. “The Bombay Flying Club still has a Piper Cub 
which was purchased in 1956 and has been restored and is still 
working,” says Sudeep Narula of ASAP. “Piper aircraft are rugged, 
low in cost and easy to maintain and hence both training schools 
and corporates are going for Piper.” To this Sharma adds, “Getting 
spare parts for a Piper craft is never an issue. One can buy it from 
Piper authorised dealers or can easily import from dealers abroad.”

On being asked about the budding Indian market, Cox opines, 
“The Indian market has huge potential. We have the right partner, 
ASAP, and have the right products to establish our presence here. 
ASAP has created a specialised entity named Piper India and it 
is going full steam ahead spreading awareness that Piper is pres-
ent in India and offering all its products and services through its 
Indian dealership. We generated significant interest at the India 
Aviation through our dealer’s participation and our Piper India is 
in constant touch with prospective clients, flying schools, organ-
isations and also simultaneously identifying new prospects.” 

He further states, “India’s economic growth has created a demand 
for pilots and that Piper’s training aircraft can fulfil that role. With 
the growth of Tier-II and -III cities and the growing need for air con-

Single-engine piston trainer arrow
Single-engine piston 

unpressurised Matrix

indiA’s economic growth hAs 
creAted A demAnd for pilots 
And piper trAining AircrAft 
cAn fulfil thAt role. with the 
growth of tier-ii And -iii cities 
And the growing need for 
Air connectivity in indiA, our 
AircrAft will stArt filling up 
the indiAn skies.

—dana cox, director sales,  
Asia-pacific, piper Aircraft
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nectivity in India, our aircraft will start filling 
up the Indian skies. Indian flying schools are 
good prospective clients. Additionally, organ-
isations having business interests in remote 
regions are ideal for Piper airplanes. Our 
aircraft have short takeoff and landing capa-
bilities. They operate on unpaved runways 
making them ideally suited for operations in 
areas with limited infrastructure.”

In the twin-engine category, the Piper 
Seneca is a very popular machine in India. 
Because of its multi-purpose applications, 
not just training schools, many private en-
terprises are also using these airplanes. “It 
is extremely popular and one can find the 
Seneca in all its versions, i.e. I to V, flying 
here. The Seneca is being flown exclusively 
as a business and private use aircraft by var-
ious corporates too,” maintains Cox. “The 
Seneca we have is also being used for char-
ter services and is preferred by many high 
net worth individuals. It is a comfort aircraft 
to fly for short hauls. So we are planning to 
buy another Seneca,” confirms Sharma.  

Further, the company is continuously 
upgrading and adding to its existing tech-
nology and the most recent was adding 
the Kelly Aerospace ThermaCool air con-
ditioning system to new 2012 twin-engine 
Piper Seminoles and making the system 
available via retrofit for the Seminole fleet. 
With engines running, air conditioning 
power is supplied from a new lightweight 
28-volt/60 amp alternator mounted on the 
left engine, which also creates a 28 volt 
independent electrical bus for powering 
additional aircraft electrical components 
for special applications. Cool air is ducted 
through the Seminole’s air distribution and 
ventilation system and all the components 
are mounted in the aft tail cone with no 
interface with the engines. And the only 
evidence of the system in the cockpit is a 
panel mounted digital-display controller. 

Besides the trainer aircraft, Piper is also 
making a name for itself in meeting the busi-
ness requirements in India, and especially 
in regions away from the metro areas. “Our 

M-Class aircraft are most suited as business 
tools for entrepreneurs. The Meridian is an 
extremely efficient top-of-the-line machine 
in the turboprop category and the Mirage 
and the Matrix are ideal for somebody with 
a lower budget without any compromise on 
the size, performance or safety,” claims Cox. 
“Piper machines are rugged, efficient and 
much cheaper than the competition, both 
in terms of cost of ownership and operation 
and therefore are ideally suited for Indian 
conditions,” claim Cox and Narula in unison. 

“With India’s economic growth, a more 
affluent middle class, and increasing travel 
opportunities from cities underserved by 
public transportation, the efficient and reli-
able business airplanes made by Piper will 
provide better access for small and inde-
pendent business leaders. The Piper Meridi-
an’s ability to operate effectively on unpaved 
runways is particularly attractive in India,” 
Cox adds. “Our dealers have noted a sales 
trend towards new, more fuel-efficient busi-
ness aircraft. We are seeing more buyers opt 
for new, more fuel-efficient aircraft as they 
downsize from twin-engine aircraft. At the 
same time, they are keeping their cabin-
class preferences intact with the single-en-
gine Piper Meridian and Piper Mirage. They 
are flying more efficiently now in response 
to changes in aviation fuel prices.” 

As Piper officials grasp, training 
schools in India need to hurry up their pur-
chases and they wish to too, but fuel price 
is a concern. Taxes on aviation turbine fuel 
(ATF), is considerably higher in India than 
in other countries. “The difference in price 
is 20 to 30 per cent. Flying clubs do not 
have a lobby to put pressure on the gov-
ernment; and hence the high fuel charges 
discourage them from purchasing newer 
aircraft,” complains Narula.

However, despite the odds, Piper expects 
to improve its presence significantly in BRIC 
nations; Indonesia, Thailand, America and 
Europe. And in India, there would soon be 
flying schools exclusively operating Piper 
Aircraft models. SP

Single-engine  
pressurised Mirage

Single-engine  
unpressurised archer TX

PiPeR CRaft 
VitaL StatiStiCS

Seneca V
Multi-engine piston unpressurised
(2) Continental TSIO-360-RB 220 hp ea
Six Seats/Club Seating
197 KTAS/365 km/h max cruise
828 nm/1,533 km range
Garmin G600 Avionics Suite

Seminole
Multi-engine piston trainer
(2) Lycoming L/O -360-A1H6 180 hp
2,000 hour TBO engines
Proven Service History
Garmin G500 Avionics Suite

Meridian
Single-engine turboprop 
Pratt & Whitney PT6A-42A  
500 shp 
Six Seats/Club Seating 
260 KTAS/482 km/h max cruise 
1,000 nm/1,885 km range 
Garmin G1000 Avionics Suite

Mirage
Single-engine piston pressurised
Lycoming TIO-540-AE2A 350 hp
Six Seats/Club Seating
213 KTAS/395 km/h max cruise
1,343 nm/2,491 km cruise
Garmin G1000 Avionics Suite

Matrix
Single-engine piston unpressurised
Lycoming TIO-540-AE2A 350 hp
Six Seats/Club Seating
213 KTAS/395 km/h max cruise
1,343 nm/2,491 km cruise
Garmin G1000 Avionics Suite

arrow
Single-engine piston trainer
Lycoming IO-360-C1C6/  
200 hp
Proven Service History
Garmin G500 Avionics

archer LX
Single-engine unpressurised
Lycoming 0-360-A4M, 180 hp
128 KTAS/237 km/h
Garmin G500 Avionics Suite

archer tX
Single-engine unpressurised
Lycoming 0-360-A4M, 180 hp
128 KTAS/237 km/h
Garmin G500 Avionics Suite
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As per WilliAm BlAir, President, Raytheon In-
dia, the company perceives that in the coming years 
there are opportunities in four different areas of busi-
ness in India. These are military modernisation across 

the range of military services and platforms, air and missile de-
fence, air traffic management systems and homeland security so-
lutions. Raytheon has plans to collaborate in all these areas and 
assist India to emerge as an aerospace power in the Asian region.

Raytheon has bagged a turnkey contract from Strategic Elec-
tronics Division (SED), a subsidiary of Tata Power, for supplying 
and commissioning automated air traffic management systems 
to the Indian Air Force (IAF) and the Indian Navy. This contract 
is a part of the IAF’s ongoing project for Modernisation of Air-
field Infrastructure (MAFI). Tata 
Power is the prime contractor 
of this two-phase project, which 
involves 30 IAF airbases starting 
with Bhatinda and includes eight 
key airfields along the Sino-Indi-
an border such as Chabua, Tez-
pur and Hashimara. One airbase 
of the Indian Navy will also be up-
graded as part of the project.

For the MAFI project, Raythe-
on Network Centric Systems will 
supply a variant of its AutoTrac 
family of air traffic management 
systems. The first phase of the air 
field modernisation programme 
is scheduled to be completed 
within three years. The IAF is also 
likely to invite Tata Power to take 
up another 28 airfields for improvement in the second phase. A 
team of engineers from Tata Power SED has been trained at Ray-
theon’s Network Centric Systems at Marlborough, near Boston in 
Massachusetts.

Raytheon had also won and completed a contract to upgrade 
its Auto Trac II automation system under the air traffic manage-
ment at Delhi and Mumbai airports to its latest next generation 
Auto Trac III. Raytheon was also competitively selected in 2010 to 
replace the existing non-Raytheon system for the Chennai Flight 
Information Region. It was also informed that Raytheon’s Geosyn-
chronous Augmented Navigation system is now fully operational.

At Defexpo 2012 in New Delhi, Raytheon with Tata Power Stra-
tegic Electronics Division showcased its air traffic management sys-
tem for the MAFI programme. known as AutoTrac, this system pro-
vides Raytheon’s state-of-the-art integrated surveillance and flight 
data processing combined with processing and display equipment. 
The plan includes installation of highly advanced air traffic manage-
ment systems besides Category II airfield lighting systems and high 
technology navigational aids that will enable flying operations at 
night and in adverse weather. The modernisation is to include sup-
ply, testing, integration and sustenance of instrument landing sys-
tem, distance measuring equipments, digital VHF omni range, tac-
tical air navigation system, air traffic management system and CAT 
II airfield lighting system. According to Saranjit S. Aujla, Business 

Development Director, Air Traffic 
Management and Security Solu-
tions, Raytheon’s Network Centric 
Systems, the air traffic control sys-
tem that the company is installing 
at the IAF airfields will be similar to 
AutoTrac III. It will be possible to 
integrate the civil and military air 
space with the technology capable 
of handling security related issues. 
According to the Indian Minis-
try of Defence, modernisation of 
the IAF airbases by Raytheon and 
Tata Power SED will be followed by 
MAFI Phase II contract for refur-
bishing another 28 airbases. The 
decision on the launch of Phase II 
however is yet to be announced.

Raytheon Company, with sales 
of $25 billion (`1,37,500 crore) in 2011, is a technology and inno-
vation leader specialising in defence, homeland security and other 
government requirements throughout the world. With a history of 
innovation spanning 90 years, Raytheon provides state-of-the-art 
electronics, mission systems integration and other capabilities in 
the areas of sensing, effects and command, control, communica-
tions and intelligence systems as well as a broad range of mission 
support services. With headquarters in Waltham, Massachusetts., 
Raytheon employs 71,000 people worldwide. Raytheon brings world 
class mission support capabilities that can include robust training 
services to add even further value to customer engagements. SP

Raytheon India perceives that in the coming years there are opportunities in four different 
areas of business in India. These are military modernisation across the range of military 

services and platforms, air and missile defence, air traffic management systems and 
homeland security solutions.

GrowinG 
Collaborations

by B.K. Pandey
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Jackie Chan’s Legacy 650 has a 6,250-km range, enough to fly non-stop from Beijing to 
Dubai or Hong Kong to Adelaide, Australia, according to the manufacturer. It can carry 

as many as 14 passengers in its three-zone cabin on shorter trips.

Jackie on the wings of 
Legacy 650

by R. ChandRakanth

Business AviAtion BRANDING
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I
t’s ‘rush hour’ for business jets in China. The 
 bizjet market is projected to grow at 15 per cent a year and 
to liven up the proceedings, jet manufacturers are position-
ing themselves to get the growing pie. 

Embraer SA has taken the lead, having roped in Hong 
Kong-born actor Jackie Chan as its brand ambassador in 
2011 and the acrobatic actor has been at various air shows 

pitching for Embraer’s Legacy 650 jet, besides others. At Singa-
pore Air Show recently, Jackie Chan was the cynosure of all eyes, 

doing photo shoots with the Legacy 650 jet which has his name 
and the Chinese character of ‘dragon’ on its tail.

Jackie Chan, who has made several hit movies such as Rush 
Hour, Shanghai Knights, Project and Kung Fu Panda, was the first 
Chinese customer to receive the Legacy 650. While Jackie Chan 
is extremely popular throughout the world, he has a strong fan 
following in China and South East Asia and Embraer sees this as-
sociation as a plus point in branding. 

Chan’s Legacy 650 has a 6,250-km range, enough to fly non-
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iconic Brand ambassadors:  
John travolta, Jackie chan
In the universe of business jets, there are two stars shining bright. 
The first is John Travolta (pic below) who rocked Hollywood in the 
1970s with runaway hits such as Saturday Night Fever and Grease 
and then there is the Asian sensation Jackie Chan whose action 
movies Rush Hour, Kung Fu Panda, etc. have given edge-of-the seat 
action with a comical tinge.

They are both inspiring icons, both brand ambassadors of 
competing business jet aircraft.

John Travolta is an avid aviator 
and holds 11 commercial and busi-
ness jet pilots licences. So when Ca-
nadian aerospace giant Bombardier 
roped in John Travolta as the brand 
ambassador for Learjet, Challenger 
and Global jets in 2011, it did not 
surprise the aviation industry. Bom-
bardier was bang on its choice as 
Travolta is known to be a great advo-
cate of corporate aviation. He is also 
the brand ambassador of Breitling, 
which pilots love to sport. He owns 
five aircraft, including an ex-Qantas Boeing 707-138 airliner, bear-
ing the name Jett Clipper Ella in honour of his children. 

Embraer SA soon followed suit, in a very strategic move, 
announcing Hong Kong-born actor Jackie Chan as its brand 
ambassador for the Legacy 650 jet, in its bid to liven up the growing 
Asian market, particularly the Chinese market. Jackie Chan who 
is immensely popular in China, South East Asia and elsewhere is 
known for his acrobatic stunts. His international film career and 
philanthropy takes him across the globe and the Legacy 650.

stop from Beijing to Dubai or Hong Kong to Adelaide, Australia, 
according to the manufacturer. It can carry as many as 14 passen-
gers in its three-zone cabin on shorter trips.

“I am honoured to join the Embraer Legacy 650 family of us-
ers,” Chan said. “I believe that Embraer is poised to become a ma-
jor player in the Chinese executive jet market and thrilled to fulfil 
my role as brand ambassador for this great company.”

The action star’s jet is a 14-seater plane, said to be worth 
$30 million (`165 crore). Chan however cannot fly a plane on 
his own, though he has learned basic flying skills. But if you 
have seen his movies, then the question that pops up is ‘who 
says Jackie Chan can’t fly?’. SP

staRs & skies

harrison ford
Who can forget Harrison 
Ford, the fabulous actor 
who gave Indiana Jones 
and Star Wars? In between 
showing off his histrionics, 
Ford spends his spare time 
taking to the skies. He owns a CJ3 Citation jet, a light corporate jet 
which is powered by two Williams International FJ-44-3A turbofan 
engines. The interior has been designed in a six-place centre club 
arrangement. 

oprah winfrey
She is one of the most famous 
faces that has emerged 
from the world of television. 
Now she is majorly into 
philanthropy and it takes her 
around the world. And she 
does it in style, ok out of necessity. Oprah Winfrey owns a Bombardier 
Global Express XRS, totally custom-designed with leather interiors 
and the works. The jet is powered by twin Rolls-Royce BR710 engines 
and can attain a maximum altitude of 51,000 feet with a cruising speed 
of Mach 0.89. 

Jim carrey
Ridiculously funny man from 
Hollywood, Jim Carrey is 
an avid aviation enthusiast. 
His Gulfstream V jet is a 
luxurious aircraft with state-
of-the-art avionics. He offers 
his bizjet on a charter model, wherein interested individuals can use 
it, after coughing up $8,000 an hour. The jet has a service ceiling of 
51,000 feet and a cruise close to the speed of sound.

tom cruise
The image of Tom Cruise 
in pilot overalls, ‘Aviator’ 
sunglasses from Ray Ban, 
with a cool stagger in front of 
a fighter aircraft in Top Gun 
is for eternity. The star from 
Mission Impossible series owns Gulfstream IV, considered to be one of 
the finest private jets, accommodating up to 19 passengers. Gulfstream 
IV has a maximum range of 7,820 km and can ascend up to 45,000 feet.

PS: We haven’t heard of any Indian actor owning a business jet, 
though they keep flying in them on shooting schedules and leisure 
trips. Recently, we read about the King of Bollywood Shah Rukh 
Khan going on a holiday to Austria with his family on one of the 
business jets of the richest Indian Mukesh Ambani.
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T
ravelling by air in India is a fairly simple 
matter as long as you happen to live in a major city. 
Six carriers offer comfortable and convenient flights 
to major destinations across the country. With some 
luck and a few days in hand, it is unlikely that the de-
sired flight will be full. And, would you believe it? Ev-
ery airline wants to fly passengers for even less than 

it costs them, thanks to their suicidal embrace of Air India’s strategy 
of sub-cost ticket pricing. However, the distribution of aviation ser-
vices is sharply skewed in favour of the lucrative routes between 
Tier-I metros and other major cities but abruptly declines towards 
the smaller population centres known as Tier-II and Tier-III cities. 
Away from the big cities, 133 routes across the country have less 
than one flight a day. Perhaps 250 potential low- to medium-den-
sity routes remain unused as they are not considered profitable for 
narrow-body jets. Pity someone from a remote region who needs to 
fly to a distant place in an emergency.

no growTh. Uneven distribution has been an unwelcome 
feature of the remarkable growth of Indian commercial aviation 
over the past decade. The government’s policy on scheduled re-
gional air transport operations, introduced in August 2007, was 
meant to set things right. It tried to make it easy for small start-
ups to rapidly take aviation services to the hinterland. A number 
of entrepreneurs seemed keen to grab the opportunity but the 
policy apparently did not make things easy enough for them. In 
five years, despite as many as 18 regional airline hopefuls, with 

almost a dozen granted initial no objection certificates (NOCs), 
only MDLR Airlines based in Gurgaon actually got off the ground, 
and even that folded up after two years. From time to time, other 
names have been tossed around as being eager to commence re-
gional operations including Jagson Airlines, Star Aviation, Luan 
Airways and Skyking, but nothing came out of it. Some experts 
blame the rigid stipulations regarding fleet size and other strin-
gent conditions of the official policy. But is this dismal record on 
regional air connectivity about to change?

The Ministry of Civil Aviation recently granted NOCs to five new 
applicants to commence regional services. In the Southern region, 
there are Freedom Aviation and Air Pegasus; in the Western region, 
Deccan Charters; and in the northern region, Indus Airways, Kar-
ina Airlines and Religare Aviation. Another airline, Air Costa, with 
headquarters at Vijayawada, is proposed to be launched mid-year. 
The next 18 months are crucial. Within this time, the prospective 
parties need to meet various conditions and obtain the scheduled 
air operator’s permit for regional airlines. A regional carrier can op-
erate either as a feeder airline to deliver passengers from surround-
ing cities to a major airline’s hub or as a commuter airline to pro-
vide standalone air service to isolated airports.

regional aircrafT and airporTs. Globally, the In-
dian market is already the ninth largest and growing at a pace 
that should catapult it to third position by 2020. However, is any 
carrier geared up for regional operations? IndiGo and GoAir have 
all-Airbus A320-200 fleets which prevents them from using short-

Even two decades after the liberalisation 
of the airline industry, much of the country 
still has poor air connectivity. Globally, the 
Indian market is already the ninth largest 

and growing at a pace that should catapult 
it to third position by 2020. But is any 

carrier geared up for regional operations?

A FLIGHT 
TOO FAR

by Joseph NoroNha

Jet Airways has 20 ATr 72-500 aircraft 
suitable for regional operations
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er runways. SpiceJet, which earlier had only Boeing B737s, is cur-
rently the main airline trying to take air connectivity to Tier-II 
and Tier-III cities across the country. It is inducting 15 Bombar-
dier Q400 turboprops which should all be received by the end of 
this fiscal. It may also opt for another 15 of these fuel-efficient 
planes to strengthen its hand in the regional sweepstakes. Jet Air-
ways has 20 ATR 72-500 aircraft suitable for regional operations 
but not all are deployed on strictly regional routes. Air India has 
ambitious plans to expand its regional services, but these have 
been put on hold due to its dire financial condition. Kingfisher 
Airlines, whose survival is in doubt, has severely curtailed its 
scheduled flights and practically decided to vacate the low-cost 
segment and regional space. Its fleet of 25 ATR 72-500 planes may 
be leased out.

The Airports Authority of India (AAI) expects traffic from 
non-metro airports to surge to 45 per cent of the total in the next 
five years, up from 30 per cent currently. It should be only a ques-
tion of time before the farthest points in the country are connect-
ed by air. Apart from the current tally of 127 airports (with 87 of 
them operational), perhaps another 120 airfields with runways of 
length 3,000 to 5,000 feet can be readied for regional jets or tur-
boprops without much trouble. Half of the country’s population 
would then be within convenient reach of aviation services.

Some of the existing airstrips and many of those that may be 
reclaimed to operational status over the next decade or so, have 
relatively short runway length and rudimentary infrastructure 
that preclude narrow-body jet operations. However, some might 

still be suitable for Embraer E-jets and Bombardier’s new 100-seat 
CRJ1000. By the end of 2013, Bombardier will offer a brand new 
aircraft, the C-Series, which features 20 per cent less per-seat fuel 
burn. By 2018, Embraer plans to fit new engines and introduce 
other improvements in its regional jets, which may increase fuel 
efficiency by at least 15 per cent over current models. And the 
future of turboprop aircraft such as the ATR 72-500 and the Bom-
bardier Q400 in the regional space is bright. Many airports that 
are unsuitable for regional jets can take turboprops. Aviation fuel 
in India costs considerably more than the world average and this 
too makes fuel-efficient turboprops objects of desire.

Unlike in affluent countries such as the US where regional 
carriers target their service at the relatively price-insensitive 
business customers, India’s regional demand is likely to be highly 
price-sensitive. Therefore, the low-cost model is the one most 
likely to succeed. Low-cost carriers need low-cost airports to rein 
in costs and offer attractive ticket prices to first-time flyers. Un-
less the price is right, travellers may choose to brave the rigours 
of surface travel and get to the nearest metro from where they 
can buy a more competitive ticket to their destination. Already, 
low-cost carrier (LCC) penetration in the country has doubled 
over the past five years and the total LCC market share includ-
ing low-cost operations of full-service carriers is estimated to be 
over 70 per cent. However, a steep hike in airport charges, the 
proposed carbon emissions tax, and soaring aviation fuel prices, 
are expected to make air tickets 20 to 30 per cent more expensive 
in the not-so-distant future.

when will iT be? Even two decades after the liberalisa-
tion of the airline industry, much of the country still has poor 
air connectivity. Commercial aviation currently contributes just 
0.5 per cent to the economy, mainly because it is hooked on the 
already saturated metro market. Everyone, not least the airlines 
themselves, would gain if aviation services were equitably distrib-
uted. The country’s airport density is much lower than in Europe 
and the US or even South East Asia and the Middle East. Perhaps 
200 cities across India are fast developing into hubs of industrial 
and economic activity with enough population and ample dis-
posable income to support scheduled services. So conditions are 
favourable for spectacular growth in the regional aviation indus-
try. Approximately 250 new regional aircraft in the 70- to 100-seat 
segment may be required by 2025. This space is currently serviced 
by ATR 72-500 and Bombardier Q400 turboprops.

The government is reportedly reviewing the Civil Aviation Re-
quirement (CAR) on regional aviation and its policy of allowing 
regional airlines to connect to only one metro, may be relaxed. 
However, the major airlines and regional carriers need to work 
in cooperation on different routes rather than in competition on 
the same routes. Regional carriers would benefit by operating 
small regional aircraft and bringing traffic from outlying cities to 
the nearest hub from where major carriers can convey them to 
distant destinations using large narrow-body  planes such as the 
Boeing B737 and Airbus A320 or wide-body jets like the Airbus 
A340. The proposed Regional Air Connectivity Fund (RACF) to be 
set up through collections made from passengers is also an excel-
lent idea. The RACF would fund routes that are expected to be 
commercially unviable for three to five years till they reach a level 
of maturity. A third of the fund would also be used to establish 
and run low-cost airports and helipads in remote areas. If all goes 
well, before too long, even people far-off from the metro cities, 
may not have to travel too far to catch a flight. SP

spiceJet is inducting 15 
Bombardier Q400 turboprops  

by the end of this fiscal

indiGo uses narrow-body  
planes like Airbus 320 to cover 

distant destinations
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show report ebace

D
espite the gloomy economy in 
Europe, the twelfth annual European Business 
Aviation Convention & Exhibition (EBACE) 2012 
held from May 14 to 16, at Geneva, was a strong 
show, and if the organisers are to be believed, it 
was on par with the show held last year.

On the last day of the business aviation show, 
jointly organised by the European Business Aviation Association 
(EBAA) and National Business Aviation Association (NBAA), a 
total of 12,638 attendees had participated, representing 99 coun-
tries. Additionally, 491 exhibitors were on hand, occupying a re-
cord-breaking 2,280 booth spaces of the Geneva Palexpo conven-
tion centre. There were 60 aircraft on static display with a 10 per 
cent increase in ramp space. 

However, Air Works was India’s only exhibitor at this year’s 
business aviation show, eyeing at engaging in heavy maintenance 
of business jets in Europe. Air Works is considering setting up of 
a maintenance repair and overhaul (MRO) centre in the Arabian 
Gulf that would have Indian workforce.

The EBACE Safety Workshop, EBACE International Aircraft 
Transactions Conference and a host of other educative sessions 
were also held during the show. Industry experts discussed the lat-
est safety information, emerging trends in tax compliance, the sta-
tus of aviation system modernisation efforts in the region, and the 
industry’s policy concerns, including the European Union’s con-
troversial Emissions Trading Scheme, the progress on the Single 
European Sky initiative and other matters, during the conference.

show highlights

Debuts. Bombardier Aerospace drew a huge crowd during the 
show with the launch of its two new aircraft types in the light 
mid-sized jet segment—the Learjet 70 and 75.

Bombardier’s Vision Flight Deck made its debuts on its Glob-
al 5000 and Global 6000 jets at the show.

Cessna Aircraft Company introduced its newest and longest-
range business jet, the $25.9 million (`165 crore) stretched jet ver-
sion, the Citation Longitude, which can fly 4,000 nm at Mach 0.82 

With 60 aircraft on static display, 12,638 
attendees, and a 10 per cent increase in 
ramp space, EBACE 2012 went on fine 
despite the slowdown in European economy

Good Show

by SP’S CorreSPondent,  
Geneva, Switzerland

(right) Bombardier’s Vision Flight Deck Debuts in 
europe at eBACe; (Middle) eC135 in corporate 

configuration, operated by europavia; (Far right) 
sr 22 Cirrus Aircraft on displayPH
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hawker 4000 on display 
and its interior (inset)
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and would be operational by 2016-17. Cessna also said that the 
company is seeing high levels of interest from Europe around the 
planned game-changing mid-size business jet, the Citation Lati-
tude, scheduled to enter service in 2015.

Thrane & Thrane introduced the new Inmarsat Multi-Voice 
service across its entire Aviator SwiftBroadband range. As part 
of the service upgrade, Thrane & Thrane’s Aviator systems will 
support several simultaneous voice calls via SwiftBroadband, en-
abling more users to benefit from high quality and cost-effective 
calling during the flight. The company presented its flagship Avia-
tor 700D for the first time at the show.

P&W introduced a new product called flight acquisition stor-
age transmission (FAST), which acquires, stores and transmits en-
gine and aircraft flight data for analysis for planned maintenance.

On Display. Airbus exhibited an ACJ319, giving visitors the 
opportunity to see how the widest and tallest corporate jet cabin 
fits into the same ramp space as traditional business jets.

Embraer’s entry-level Phenom 100, the Phenom 300 light jet, 
the large Legacy 650, featuring an enhanced interior, and the ul-
tra-large Lineage 1000 were also on static display.

Eurocopter showcased its strength in the business aviation 
segment, highlighting the role of helicopters as an ideal comple-
ment to business jets. And on display were the light twin-engine 
EC135 in corporate configuration that is operated by Europavia.

Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation’s super mid-sized Gulfstream 
G280 was on static display at Geneva. The G280 is undergoing flight 
test and certification in preparation for entry-into-service later this 
year. The company’s ultra-large-cabin, ultra-long-range G650 also 
made its first trans-Atlantic crossing flying 3,780 nautical miles (7,000 
km) squawk-free and non-stop in just six hours and 55 minutes for 
the show. Also on display were the G550, G450 and G150.

(Above left) display booths of various aircraft companies; (Above right) Danial Keady, Vp sales Asia-pacific and India, hawker Beechcraft; shawn Vick; 
executive Vice president customers, hawker Beechcraft; Alan smith, Ceo, hawker pacific; and sean McGeough, president, eMeA and Asia, hawker Beechcraft, 

signing hawker pacific’s order for six King Air aircraft; (Blow) Gulfstream G280 crew celebrates following the  aircraft’s landing in Geneva
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show report ebace

Hawker Beechcraft Corporation (HBC) showcased the Hawk-
er 900XP along with seven other aircraft from its product line up, 
including three models from its best-selling Beechcraft King Air 
turboprop line and a Hawker 900XP mid-size business jet. The 
company also announced plans to open a new parts and distribu-
tion warehouse in Bangalore to support a growing population of 
Hawker and Beechcraft airplanes in the region. GCS has signed 
an agreement with Air Works India Engineering Pvt Ltd to oper-
ate the new warehouse, which will be stocked and operational in 
the next several weeks.

While Bell displayed its Bell 429, Dassault Falcon 50 was an-
other highlight of the show. Likewise, viewers witnessed the full-
size cabin mock up of Legacy 500, which was launched at EBACE 
2008. Then there was the Airbus Corporate Jet Centre celebrating 
its fifth anniversary with its expansion of staff and services and 
plans to do a lot more in the coming years.

Deals. Component control, an MRO and logistics software 
developer, announced that CFM of Symra, Tennessee, has 
selected its Quantum Control software solution for its MRO 
operations.

ExecuJet Aviation and Ruag announced a new partnership to 
provide handling and support at Geneva airport. The companies 
will jointly operate Ruag’s existing FBO.

The Dassault Aviation stand was seen promoting the Falcon-
Broadcast, a new service that will provide operators of Falcon 
business jets with real time airborne health monitoring.

Hawker Beechacraft announced 10 new orders compising 
three Hawker 4000, one Hawker 400 XPR and six King Air 350I. 
Deliveries would start in 2013

What next. The next EBACE will be held May 21-23, 2013. SP

(Above left) New Learjet 70 and Learjet 75 Aircraft set to revolutionise the Light Jet segment; (Above right) Gulfstream G650 Makes european Debut 
at ebace in Geneva; (Blow) Clockwise from left: Gulfstream’s scott Buethe, senior experimental test pilot; Ahmed ragheb, senior production test pilot; David 
Chalk, flight test engineer; and rick Gowthrop, senior production test pilot.
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The 550-member IndIan PIloTs Guild (IPG) 
comprising pilots of pre-merger Air India went on an 
undeclared strike from May 8, 2012, throwing most inter-
national and some domestic operations of the airline out 

of gear as over 300 pilots reported sick and failed to turn up for 
work. The beleaguered management of the national carrier called 
in its executive pilots to operate some of the flights and resorted 
to “wet lease” of aeroplanes. With these measures, the airline was 
able to restore operations on the international sector; but only 
partially. However, sympathy of executive pilots lay with the pi-
lot fraternity as the airline’s Executive Pilot’s Association (EPA) 
dashed off a letter to the management, endorsing its support to 
IPG in their agitation, with a veiled 
threat that if concrete and urgent 
steps are not taken then “EPA will find 
it extremely difficult to provide any 
further cooperation to the company”.

Strikes in public sector enterprises 
have become a regular feature and 
hence should no longer come as a sur-
prise. A year ago, the Indian Commer-
cial Pilots Association (ICPA), a faction 
consisting of pilots of erstwhile Indian, 
had gone on a strike on account of a 
dispute over non-payment of emolu-
ments for several months causing huge 
monetary loss to the airline and incon-
venience to the travelling public.

But what is most disconcerting 
about the latest onslaught on the air 
passenger is the reason offered this 
time round by the striking employ-
ees for their somewhat inconsiderate 
move, despite the Delhi High Court 
ruling declaring the strike as “illegal”. 
Members of the IPG were peeved over the decision by the man-
agement of Air India to include First Officers of the pre-merger 
domestic carrier Indian for conversion on to the Boeing 787 
Dreamliner. They are apprehensive that inclusion of First Officers 
of the ICPA for conversion onto the Dreamliner would seriously 
impinge on their career progression which in their perception is 
already skewed distinctly in favour of the latter. Quite unmindful 
of an order by the honourable Supreme Court earlier laying down 
the quota for members of IPG and ICPA as 50:50 for training on 
to the Boeing 787 Dreamliner, pilots of the IPG faction have re-
sorted to precipitate action. The striking pilots also allege that 
certain agreements entered into at the time of the merger ordered 
five years ago between the domestic and international segments 
have not been honoured. Apparently, the merger has failed to ad-

dress issues of critical importance despite the huge expenditure 
incurred on the completely flawed exercise. Tragically, on this 
front, the airline has really not progressed beyond having a com-
mon letterhead.

If the strike by the ICPA last year had some public sympathy, 
reaction to the agitation by the IPG has been quite the opposite 
as no one can possibly be convinced of the logic behind the strike. 
The striking pilots succeeded in holding the travelling public 
to ransom, but the management of the airline stood firm in its 
stance that it was not prepared to consider the offer by the IPG 
for unconditional talks unless the striking pilots first returned to 
work. In fact the airline management went on the offensive, sack-

ing over 100 pilots participating in the 
strike as also taking other actions such 
as dismissal of 11 office-bearers of the 
IPG and de-recognition of the union. 
The management even approached 
the Directorate General of Civil Avia-
tion (DGCA) for cancellation of fly-
ing licence of the 11 members of the 
IPG who were removed from office. 
The management also had two em-
ployees arrested for allegedly posting 
derogatory remarks on popular social 
networking sites against the Prime 
Minister’s Office, the National Flag, 
the honourable Supreme Court and 
leaders of the ICPA. However, none of 
these provides a permanent solution 
to the airline’s woes.

The Minister of Civil Aviation is 
convinced of the need to have Air In-
dia stand on its own feet if it has to 
survive. But from the way things are, it 
appears that Air India is embarked on 

committing “harakiri”. However, it is not only the employees that 
can be held responsible for the mess the airline is in, even though 
they must share a major part of the blame. The airline has always 
been exploited by the politico-bureaucratic establishment ever 
since its inception. But the strategic decisions especially since lib-
eralisation of the aviation sector i.e. over the last eight years, have 
driven the airline to doom. As per Ajit Singh, the Minister of Civil 
Aviation, “The ailing airline lost money, goodwill and confidence 
of the people”.

Matters seem to have reached a point of no return and the 
government appears to be finally veering around to the view that 
“the days of the national carrier are over” and that if the airline is 
to survive, there is no option but to privatise. SP

—b.K. Pandey

The Survival ManTra
Matters seem to have reached a point of no return and the government appears to 
be finally veering around to the view that “the days of the national carrier are over” 

and that if the airline is to survive, there is no option but to privatise
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